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PRESIDENT’S TURF
Moving Forward
I have been honored to be TPI president this past year, and 

have learned much from the staff, board, vendors and members. The dedication 

you, the members, bring to this industry and your commitment to continually 

improving it are amazing and inspiring. I thank you all for the support you’ve 

given me and especially thank you for your support of TPI and TLI over the 

past years. I look forward to our growing even stronger together as we move 

into the future.   

Moving forward often brings change and, as you probably know, Melanie 

Stanton has stepped down as Executive Director of TPI. We thank her for her 

service to the organization and our mission over the last two years and wish her 

continued success in her future endeavors.   

We are in the process of conducting a search to find our new executive 

director. Our priority is to find the best candidate, while continuing to ensure 

stability and continuity throughout the organization.  

The Board of Trustees has appointed Sandy Reynolds as interim executive 

director during the search and transition period. Sandy has diligently served 

TPI as the Director of Meetings for the past eight years. She will continue 

to manage our conferences while also taking on increased management 

responsibilities until a new executive director comes on board. 

Again, looking to the future, by the time you read this, the Board of Trustees 

will have completed a strategic plan for taking TPI into the next era, building 

on the firm foundation your organization has established over the past 50 years.   

We’ll be recognizing TPI’s success with a 50th Anniversary Celebration during 

the 2017 TPI International Education Conference & Field Day at Saddlebrook 

Resort in Tampa, Florida, and during our Field Day, hosted by SMR Farms, 

LLC. Plans are moving forward and the excitement is building. The theme 

“50 & Fabulous” will be all that and more as we gather together, celebrating 

our past and inspiring our future. Save the date—February 20-23, 2017—and 

make your plans now to attend. 

In celebration of the 50th Anniversary of TPI, Louis and Ginger Brooking 

of Brookmeade Sod Farm have pledged to donate $100 for every year they 

have been an ASPA/TPI member. And they issue a challenge to other farm 

members to match their donation based on their own years of membership. 

You’ll find more details on page 67.  

TPI starts our new year on July 1. So, while this is my last column, it’s just the 

beginning of our journey into an exciting future doing what TPI members do 

best—working together. 

Living in Thanks,

2015-2016
TPI Board of Trustees 
Officers

President 
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steve@saratogasod.com 

Eric Heuver 
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Randall Jasperson 
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Will Nugent
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For those who joined us at the conference in Houston, 

the Center provides you with an opportunity to revisit 

the sessions you enjoyed, share informative sessions with 

your team back at the farm or in the office, and view those 

sessions you missed.  

For those who were unable to travel to Houston, you 

will be able to view presentations from the conference 

which were packed with information to help you grow 

your business, from the pre-conference seminar entitled 

“Selecting, Training and Keeping Those That Make a 

Difference: The Power of People” to “Making Sales, 

Maximizing Value.” The Show & Tell presentations 

(given, this year, by Steve Griffen, Randy Jasperson and 

John Coombs), were once again rated as our most popular 

presentations and each one provided at least one nugget 

that can help you farm more efficiently. All of these 

sessions and more are available for viewing in the Center. 

You will also have an opportunity to see what you missed 

during the Field Day, in the exhibit hall and during the 

networking functions. 

For added convenience, you can access the sessions on 

your desktop computer, tablet or Smartphone, anytime, 

anywhere by visiting TPI’s website or directly via the QR 

code in the Conference section of this issue. 

I’m sure you will value TPI’s new resource, the Turfgrass 

Educational Center, and invite you to visit it often, as new 

content will be added throughout the year. 

Please feel free to contact your TPI HQ office and let us 

know how we can help you as our valued member.  

In closing I want to advise you that your Board of Trustees 

will be conducting a search for your new executive director. 

In the interim, I want to express my personal appreciation 

for your support during this period of transition.

Until next time,

TPI—Strong, Committed and Serving

I’m honored and humbled to have been asked to assist 

TPI as your interim executive director. As the Director of 

Meetings I’ve had the pleasure of serving TPI for the past 

eight years. I’ve also had the pleasure of working closely 

with your Board of Trustees, many members, and with Jim 

Novak and Geri Hannah of the headquarters staff.  

While fulfilling my interim leadership role, I will also 

continue to manage your conferences. I am especially 

excited about the TPI 50th Anniversary Celebration, “50 

& Fabulous,” that is sure to make TPI’s 2017 International 

Education Conference & Field Day in Tampa, Florida, 

a memorable event. Details of the program and all the 

exciting social events we have planned will be forthcoming 

in the near future and I encourage everyone to mark their 

calendars and plan to join us February 20-23, 2017, for 

what is sure to be an unforgettable celebration that will be 

unlike anything TPI has done in the past.  

I’m especially pleased to announce the launch of the 

Turfgrass Educational Center, TPI’s all new online 

learning platform. During the TPI conference in 

Houston, a team of videographers captured all of the 

educational sessions and we are making that content 

available complimentary to all TPI members and 

industry professionals around the world thanks to our 

sponsors…Brouwer Kesmac, PremierPRO Bermudagrass 

and Scotts Miracle-Gro.  

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S TURF

Sandy Reynolds

I’m pleased to be a part of the 
leadership team that remains 

committed to you, the goals of your 
association and with people who 
are devoted to providing you with 

the services, support and outreach 
initiatives that have helped to make 
TPI the great association that it is.  
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TPI NEWS
WHAT’S HAPPENING NOW

THE TPI TURFGRASS EDUCATIONAL CENTER HAS LAUNCHED  
This is your digital education resource available to all TPI members for free, thanks to our sponsors: 
Brouwer Kesmac, PremierPRO Bermudagrass, and Scotts Miracle-Gro. Sponsorships are still available, 
contact Geri Hannah at ghannah@TurfGrassSod.org. 

MEMBERSHIP DUES NOTICES HAVE BEEN MAILED 
Make sure you pay your dues by July 31 so you can be listed in the TPI Membership Directory. The Lawn 
Institute Annual Contribution Campaign also was included with the dues statement so you can take care of 
both with one check. Thank you to everyone who donated last year. 

2017 IS TPI’S 50TH ANNIVERSARY! 
This issue and future issues of Turf News will take you on a journey through the decades as we celebrate 
the past 50 years and plan for the next 50. 

FARM CHALLENGE 
To help TPI celebrate its first, Fabulous 50 years see the details on the Farm Challenge from Louis & Ginger 
Brooking on page 67.

LOOKING AHEAD
As of August 1st you will no longer be able to access the TPI “Members Only” page with the previous login 
and password. New login information will be provided to all members after they submit their 2016-2017 
dues payment. 

TPI EVENTS

MARK YOUR CALENDAR
TPI 2017 International Education Conference & Field Day  
50 & Fabulous: Celebrating Our Past, Inspiring our Future 

February 20-23, 2017 in Tampa, Florida  
USA Saddlebrook Resort 
Field Day Host: SMR Farms, LLC 

Save this date and plan to celebrate 50 years with us! It will be a celebration to remember!  

The TPI conference provides you with an opportunity to meet with turfgrass professionals from around 
the world, with education sessions, business meetings, exhibits, live equipment demonstrations and social 
activities. There is something for every professional in the industry at this TPI event. 

Take advantage of networking and educational opportunities at these TPI events.

WHAT TO KNOW
How do I download and save the digital issue of Turf News? When you open your digital version of the 
magazine, the top left hand corner shows a gray bar with icons. 

Click on the icon and your PDF will automatically open, now you can save 
the PDF to your files.
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TPI’s new online education platform has launched!  
View the recordings from the TPI 2016 International Education 
Conference & Field Day.  

Revisit the sessions you loved and see the sessions you missed! TPI 
Turfgrass Educational Center is available from your desktop, tablet or 
Smartphone and its free!

This video platform offers timely information about the latest in turfgrass research, business
tools, farm equipment, seed, fertilizers, pest control and challenges to our industry.

Videos include: 2016 immigration forecast, crop rotation and proven farming practices,  
maximizing sales and much more! Go to www.TurfGrassSod.org, click on the Professional  
Resources tab and start viewing now!  

  Use this QR code to link directly with the Turfgrass Educational Center —>

TPI NEWS

GROW YOUR KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND BUSINESS BEST PRACTICES 

SOCIAL MEDIA
Our number of followers keeps GROWING!

https://www.facebook.com/ 
TurfgrassProducersInternational

https://twitter.com/TPITurfTalk

http://www.linkedin.com/company/
turfgrass-producers-international

DID YOU KNOW?  

You don’t have 
to be a Facebook 

subscriber to 
visit the page. If 
you are already 

a Facebook 
subscriber, be 

sure to 
click LIKE.

TPI BUSINESS BENEFIT  
PARTNERS
These business partners have the experience and 
know-how to help you save time and money in your 
business operations. Be sure you contact them today.

Go to TPI BENEFITS and RESOURCES for these and 
additional benefits today.

Geri Hannah
ghannah@TurfGrassSod.org
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Forever Green–Legacy Giving, for more information go to www.TheLawnInstitute.org/page/forevergreen/
Visit TheLawnInstitute.org to make your donations for 2016!

PERSONALIZE THE NEXT PAGE 
(Helpful Hints from The Lawn Institute) and insert your company’s business address and contact information by 
going to http://www.TheLawnInstitute.org/pages/helpful-hints-from-the-lawn-institute/ to access The Lawn Institute’s  
easy-to-use template. You can then print and share this information with your customers—it’s free!

Biograss Sod Farm—Warren Bell
Brouwer Kesmac—Eric Brouwer
Bucyrus Equipment Company, Inc.—Steven Dover
Coombs Sod Farms, LLC—John Coombs
Emerald View Turf Farm—Eddie Keeven, Jr.

Jasperson Sod—Randy Jasperson
NG Turf—Aaron McWhorter
Texas Sod Leasing—Bubba Simons
Trebro Manufacturing Inc.—Gregg Tvetene
Turf Merchants Inc.—Nancy Aerni

A-1 Turf Farm—Doyle Anderton 
All Seasons Grass, Inc.—Scott Sipes
Bethel Farms—Will Nugent
Blue Valley Sod, Inc.—Bob Weerts
BP Turf—Brad Pack
Eagle Lake Professional Landscape Supply—Eric Heuver
Evergreen Turf, Inc.—Jimmy Fox 
Jacklin Seed—Dr. Doug Brede

Laytonsville Landscaping, Inc.—Doug Lechlider
Modern Turf, Inc.— Hank Kerfoot
Patten Seed/Super Sod—Ben Copeland, Sr.
Saratoga Sod Farm, Inc.—Steve Griffen
SelecTurf Inc.— Jim Keeven
Sod Solutions—Tobey Wagner
The Turfgrass Group, Inc.—Bill Carraway
Turf Mountain Sod—Linda Bradley

Support TLI
Thanks to all the support that TLI has received in the past we have created two new donation levels to honor our generous supporters.
Donations made in the calendar year will receive the following recognition:

500 Club Green Partner Gold Benefactor

 $500—$999   $1,000—$4,999  $5,000+

500 Club members will receive
the following recognition:
• The Lawn Institute 500 Club pin
• Recognition in our publications
• Personal recognition in The Lawn 
 Institute booth

Green Partner will receive the following  
recognition:
• All of the 500 Club recognition
• The Lawn Institute medallion 

Gold Benefactor will receive the following 
recognition:
• All of the 500 Club recognition
•  The Lawn Institute donor gift  

(awarded at end of year)

Modern Turf—Hank and Mary KerfootModern TuTT rf—Hank and Mary Kerfoot

Thank You to All TLI 2016 Donors
The Lawn Institute sincerely thanks all members that have donated to The Foundation in the 2016 calendar year. In 
recognition of the Forever Green, Green Partner and 500 Club members, the lists below recognize those who have 

donated as of April 1, 2016:
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For more information on lawn care and helpful “How to” tips, visit The Lawn Institute at http://www.TheLawnInstitute.org.

Turfgrass lawns need water for growth and development. 

In many areas of the world, there is neither sufficient 

rainfall, nor is it adequately spaced throughout the year to 

sustain your lawn without supplemental water supplied by 

irrigation. Proper watering practices improve the quality of 

your lawn, provide important environmental benefits, and 

save you money. Water is a valuable resource and should 

be used as efficiently as possible. It may be hard to believe, 

but most homeowners tend to over-water their lawns 

and actually waste water by not following a few relatively 

simple irrigation practices.  

The amount of water an established lawn requires and 

receives will help determine its overall health, beauty 

and ability to withstand use and drought resistance. 

On an average, the lawn needs about one inch (2.5 cm) 

of water per week, either by rainfall or in combination 

with irrigation. However, the water requirement will 

vary between different turfgrass species and even among 

cultivars within a specie. There also will be varying water 

requirements for seasonal changes, for sun and shade 

factors, and for the degree of slope within areas of the 

lawn. Still more watering differences are brought about 

because of different soil types.  

The healthiest lawns are produced when they are watered 

heavily at infrequent intervals. One-inch (2.5 cm) of water 

per week will normally soak the soil to a depth of 4 to 6 

inches (10.16–15.24 cm), allowing the water to reach deep 

into the root system. 

Let the lawn completely dry out between watering 

intervals. Most turfgrass can tolerate dryer conditions 

over a reasonable period of time. Look at your lawn to 

determine if it needs water. Grass in need of water will 

have a grey-blue cast to it. On an adequately watered lawn, 

footprints will completely disappear within minutes. On a 

lawn in need of water, footprints will still be visible after 

a half-hour or more. You also can use a soil probe, such as 

a screwdriver or large spike, to determine how dry your 

lawn is. If the probe can be pushed into the soil easily, the 

soil is probably still moist, but if it takes a lot of pressure 

to push in, the soil is too dry. Water only when the probe 

is difficult to push into the ground or shows that the soil is 

dry at a depth of 4 to 6 inches (10.16 – 15.24 cm). 

The best times to water your lawn are early morning or 

early evening, when there is generally less wind and heat. 

Watering then allows for less evaporation into the air, 

greater penetration into the soil, and less run-off.  

Whether watering with an in-ground sprinkler system 

or above-ground hose-end sprinklers you need to inspect 

the components frequently to ensure they are operating 

properly. Also check to make sure you are getting uniform 

water coverage across the lawn.  

If puddles or run-off occur, allow water to penetrate into 

the soil before resuming watering. If your watering system 

is applying water faster than it can be absorbed by the soil, 

you will want to adjust the amount of water applied, or the 

timing of the application, or both. 

A properly watered lawn does not waste water. It 

allows the grass plants to grow and provide all of the 

environmental, economic and lifestyle benefits that 

turfgrass is designed to supply.

WATERING BASICS FOR ESTABLISHED LAWNS
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Akkus Cim 

Oguzhan Akkus 

1479 Sok No: 20/10 Alsancak 

Izmir, Konak 35220 

TURKEY 

+902324637315 

info@akkuscim.com.tr 

www.akkuscim.com.tr 

Greenchile Ltda 

Raimundo Aranguiz 

Kennedy 9798 Vitacura 

SANTIAGO 

CHILE 

+56 223342893 

raranguiz@greenchile.cl 

www.greenchile.cl 

Loyd Brigance Grass Sales, Inc. 

Tamara Brigance 

752 County Rd. 3103 

Greenville, TX 75402 

903-454-4669 

tlgance@hotmail.com 

Mackilwean Turf Farm, Inc. 

Kenneth Mcllwean 

1004 Washington Post Road 

New Bern, NC 28562 

252-637-9261 

mackturf@centurylink.net 

www.mackilweanturffarm.com 

McDonald Services Inc. 

Coy McDonald 

1021 Avenue F, North 

Bay City, TX 77414 

979-245-8772 

mcdonaldservinc@sbcglobal.net 

mcdonaldservicesinc.com  

Novo Green Cesped Natural S.A. 

Rafael Castro 

Calle Progresso 20 

41013 SEVILLE 

SPAIN 

+34 954 911439 

rafaelcastro@novogreen.net 

www.novogreen.net 

The Presidio Group 

Thomas Curtis 

6967 S. River Gate Dr., Ste. 200 

Salt Lake City, UT 84047 

801-924-1400 

tcurtis@presidio-group.com 

www.presidio-group.com 

Qually Grama 

Fabio Cortese 

182 11th August Street 

18270-001 TATURA Sao Paulo 

BRAZIL 

55+15 8807-7764 

cortese@quallygrama.com.br 

www.quallygrama.com.br 

 

SECONDARY FARMS  

Finca El Pantano 

Rafael Castro 

Carretera Plasencia-Navalmoral dela Mata 

10697 VALDEINIGOS 

SPAIN 

+34 954 911439 

rafaelcastro@novogreen.net 

Finca Migjorn 

Rafael Castro 

Carretera Canal s/n 

43877 SANT JAUME DE ENVEJA 

SPAIN 

+34 954 911439 

rafaelcastro@novogreen.net 

Finca Santa Maria de la Lugareja 

Rafael Castro 

Carretera AV-P-116 Km 32, 5. 

05200 AREVALO 

SPAIN 

+34 954 911439 

rafaelcastro@novogreen.net

WELCOME NEW & RETURNING MEMBERS

Secondary Farms: If you own and operate 

multiple farm locations, you can purchase 

membership for your secondary farms. 

Secondary farm locations receive the same 

benefits as primary locations including 

Turf News and a separate listing online 

and in the TPI Membership Directory.

THE LAWN INSTITUTE ANNOUNCES SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT
Andrew Aposhian, of Farmington, Utah, has been awarded the Dr. Henry W. Indyk Scholarship. 

He is the son of Wendy and Steven Aposhian, the president of Firefly Equipment. Andrew started 

at FireFly doing shop maintenance and machining, but since recently returning from a two-year 

church mission in Mexico, has begun working in marketing and electrical assembly. Andrew 

reports he valued greatly his church mission and learned to love helping and serving others.

Andrew is currently studying Computer Engineering at Utah State University, where he runs on the 

track team. In 2013 he graduated from Davis High School with high honors. While in high school 

he also excelled at running track and cross country. He received the coach's award for the hardest 

working athlete and competed his senior year in the Nike Cross Country National Championships.   

Andrew Aposhian is 

 awarded the Dr. Henry W. 

Indyk Scholarship. 

When asked what the scholarship meant to him, Andrew reported, “I am extremely grateful to 

The Lawn Institute for awarding me the Dr. Henry W. Indyk Scholarship. The cost of school is 

daunting. I have big goals and this scholarship allows me to focus on achieving them and on 
being a good student, rather than worrying about money. However, to me it is more than just money; receiving this honor 

constitutes a feeling of true significance to me. I am moved by the goodness of The Lawn Institute and they will always 

have a special place in my heart. I feel very humbled and honored to be entrusted with this important scholarship.” 

The Scholarship, administered by TLI, is valued at up to $10,000 over the course of four years.  

Photo courtesy of the Aposhian family.

y

”
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Compiled by Suz Trusty from postings 
on the official website of the international 

Olympic organization, www.olympic.org;  

the official website of Brazil ’s 2016 

summer games, www.Rio2016.com;  

the Bladerunner Farms website,  

www.bladerunnerfarms.com; and 

interviews with David Doguet. 

Golf is making a comeback at the 2016 

Olympics—after a 112-year absence. 

The 18-hole Rio 2016 Olympic 

Golf Course, designed by American 

golf course architect Gil Hanse of 

Hanse Golf Course Design, based 

in Malvern, PA, is set to play host to 

many of the world’s top players, the 

International Olympic Committee 

reports on www.olympic.org. 

Built entirely with private funding, 

the course, which includes facilities for 

15,000 spectators, was constructed on 

a piece of reclaimed land in the Barra 

da Tijuca zone of Rio, not far from the 

main Olympic Park. The challenging 

course, which covers 970,000 m² 

(239.69 acres or 97 hectares), includes 

two artificial lakes and a host of other 

features and obstacles that promise to 

bring the best out of players as they 

battle for Olympic gold.  

David Doguet, president of 

Bladerunner Farms, says, “Zeon 

Zoysia was selected for the course’s 

fairways, tees and roughs—88 percent 

of the grassed area—to help Hanse and 

his team create the environmentally 

sustainable course that was the goal of 

the Rio 2016 organizers.”  

According to Doguet, key factors in 

that decision were Zeon’s very low 

water and low fertilizer requirements; 

and its ability to stand up to heat, 

drought, insects and disease; coupled 

with its fine-texture and high-density 

that offers golfers a firm, fast, quality 

playing surface. 

Zeon Zoysia was developed in 

Poteet, Texas, by Bladerunner 

Farms, the largest privately held 

zoysiagrass and buffalograss 

breeding and research facility in 

the world. Zeon is licensed by The 

Turfgrass Group, Doguet Ventures 

and Team Zoysia International.  

The grass was grown in Rio for use on 

the golf course by Green Grass Brazil, 

the company owned by TPI member 

Marcelo Matte. Green Grass Brazil 

is a licensed sod producer of Zeon 

Zoysia and of SeaDwarf Seashore 

Paspalum, which was selected for the 

greens. SeaDwarf ’s ability to tolerate 

the salty water used to irrigate the 

greens was a chief consideration in 

that decision.  

“Natural grass will dominate the 

Olympics—there is no synthetic 

turf, except for field hockey—which 

is huge for the turfgrass industry,” 

Doguet says. “And TPI members 

were involved in every aspect of it. 

Marcelo Matte and his team at Green 

Grass Brazil did a tremendous job on 

the golf course. Owner Roberto Leal, 

and his team at Itograss, produced the 

turfgrass and, working together with 

Sod Solutions and local contractors, 

did great work at the stadiums and on 

the cross country equestrian course, 

as well as on the turfgrass landscaping 

of the boulevards and around the 

GOLF IS BACK FOR 2016 OLYMPICS

Construction crews and the Green Grass Brazil turfgrass installation team worked side by side in much of the course development.
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buildings. (For details on the Itograss 

projects, see “Encore Performance 

Plus—Worthy of a Celebration,” 

pages 18-21.)  

The Process 
Matte began growing the turfgrass 

in January of 2013 to develop a large 

enough inventory to quickly plant 

the golf course when construction 

allowed. In all, Green Grass Brazil 

produced between 35 to 40 hectares 

(85 to 100 acres) of turfgrass for 

the 18-hole course. Working in 

partnership with David Doguet, they 

developed the most effective growing 

regime for production that could also 

be applied once the turfgrass was 

installed on the course.   

 

Neil Cleverly was hired as golf course 

superintendent in May of 2013. He’d 

handled new course construction 

in remote areas before, including in 

Egypt and the Dominican Republic, 

but Rio was a greater challenge. 

Not only would he need to find and 

train a crew, but there was no local 

or regional source for everyday golf 

course maintenance items or specialty 

equipment. It all had to come from 

overseas. Tracking down what he 

needed—and arranging for it to 

arrive at the course when he needed 

it—was a constant factor throughout 

the construction, turfgrass installation 

and grow-in stages.  

Matte also spearheaded the installation 

of the turfgrass on every playing 

surface of the course. Planting the 

grass from the sod farm onto the 

golf course playing surfaces began 

in May 2014, with 20 staff members 

allocated to the project. Matte used 

a combination of big rolls, slabs and 

sprigs to install the Zeon Zoysia. Only 

sprigging was used for the SeaDwarf 

Seashore Paspalum on the greens.  

Hanse, Matte and Cleverly proved 

the power of resourcefulness and 

the strength of their partnership in 

tackling whatever was needed to get 

the job done. 

“When we build a golf facility in 

the U.S.A., we have the money, 

the equipment, the experienced 

crew,” says Doguet. “Neil had 

to assemble everything and then 

serve as trainer. Marcelo bent 

over backwards in his service to 

this site—the money he spent, the 

number of people he employed, the 

hours dedicated to making sure all 

the pieces fit together—it’s a great 

testament to his professionalism 

and commitment. When I saw what 

they had to go through to create this 

course, it made me appreciate even 

more what they accomplished.” 

Doguet also points to the incredible 

comradery within the “TPI family.” 

He says, “I was in Brazil nearly 

four months during this two year 

process, and the hospitality shown by 

Marcelo and his staff the entire time 

was also just amazing. They were 

there to help, no matter what. They 

treated us like royalty.” 

Testing the Course 
The Olympic Golf Course hosted its 

first competition March 8th, allowing 

organizers to test operations and 

train volunteers. It ended up being a 

Brazilian affair, with nine of their top 

men and women golfers playing in a 

four-hour tournament. Brazil, as the 

host country, gets a slot in the Games 

for one man and one woman. They 

have until July, when the selection is 

made, to earn that spot.  

Doguet, who attended, notes 

superintendent Cleverly did an 

outstanding job, preparing for and 

during the event. “I was surprised 

to see so many golf associations, 

media personnel and volunteers,” he 

says. “There will be hundreds more 

for the Games. Neil is bringing in 

50 superintendents from around the 

world to assist his staff. The course 

got rave reviews from the players and 

from the officials. And, even better, 

they were all talking about how great 

the grass was.” 

It was just a taste of what’s to come 

with the Olympic Games when 60 

men and 60 women will compete 

in their 72-hole events. The men’s 

tournament is scheduled for August 

11th through the 14th; the women’s 

from August 17th through the 20th. 

With the practice rounds, that’s two 

weeks on the course.  

The Brazilian Golf Confederation 

(CBG) will be responsible for the 

course up to May 2016, when it 

will be handed over to the Rio 

2016 Organizing Committee to 

make the f inal preparations for the 

Olympic tournament. 

The Golf Channel 
Documentary 
Doguet met Frank Nobilo, lead 

analyst for the Golf Channel’s PGA 

TOUR coverage, at the testing 

event. He’d observed how Nobilo’s 

excitement ramped up once he was 

immersed in the experience, and how

that reaction seemed universal. Then 

he learned the Golf Channel would 

be making a documentary on building 

the course.  

At first they were focused only on the 

construction, but with so many people 

praising the grass they keyed into it, 

too. Doguet says, “It was intriguing 

for them to learn that the grass came 

from Texas, a two-foot by two-foot 

slab of sod shipped to Rio in a small 

The leadership team: (from left to right) golf 
course architect, Gil Hanse; owner of Green 
Grass Brazil, Marcelo Matte; president of 
Bladerunner Farms, David Doguet; and golf 
course superintendent, Neil Cleverly. 
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box, and from that it grew to become 

the turfgrass for all the fairways, tees 

and roughs of the Olympic course. So, 

they’ll start with the architect, then 

the superintendent and work their 

way down to the grass, but at least 

part of the documentary will be about 

the turfgrass.”  

With this documentary, all those who 

personally participate in the 2016 

Olympics, and the anticipated 2.5 

billion viewers devoting screen time 

to the games, Doguet says, “This is 

going to be the most talked-about golf 

course in the world.” The potential 

impact for natural grass is enormous.  

An Environmental Plus 
The following information is taken from 

a post on the official website of the 2016 

Olympics, www.Rio2016.com. According 

to an expert report released on February 

26, 2016, by the State of Rio de Janeiro’s 

Department of Justice, the construction 

of the Olympic Golf Course in Barra 

da Tijuca has contributed to the growth 

of local vegetation in the Marapendi 

area. The inspection was carried out in 

December of 2015 at the request of a civil 

lawsuit filed by state prosecutors who 

questioned the environmental impacts of 

the project, and involved prosecutors, legal 

advisors and environmental specialists. 

The Rio 2016 Organizing Committee has 

monitored the changes in the region since 

the beginning of the work in 2013.  

Approximately 80 percent of the 

total area was degraded due to sand 

extraction activities and the deposit 

of cement. “The disfigurement of the 

natural environment that happened in 

the 80s and 90s led to an extensive area 

with no vegetation,” reads the report.  

Among the environmental benefits 

in the report is the 167% increase in 

vegetation, which led to a “positive 

cycle for fauna development.” The 

report also indicates that 263 species 

are found in the area now—before 

the construction there were only 118 

species. The study also points out 

that the green protected areas at the 

margins of Lagoa de Marapendi were 

not affected by the construction of the 

golf course. 

“As it marks the return of golf to the 

Olympic Games after over a century 

of absence, this course represents the 

beginning of a new chapter in the 

history of the sport. It will enable 

Rio to host important events in the 

international calendar and it will 

be an example of sustainability and 

preservation of an environmentally 

protected area,” said Carlos Arthur 

Nuzman, president of Rio 2016. 

Looking Ahead 
After the Games, the course will be 

jointly administered by the Brazilian 

Golf Federation (CBG) and Rio’s city 

government, and will be redeployed 

as a public facility for a minimum of 

20 years. Previously, Rio de Janeiro 

had only two private courses. “This 

will be the biggest park in the city,” 

said Rio mayor Eduardo Paes. “Our 

aim is to get families and children 

interested in golf and help grow the 

sport in Brazil.” As well as an asset for 

social projects, the course will provide 

a space for top-level players and other 

golf-related professionals to work 

and train, and serve as a top-level 

competition venue and an attraction 

for golf-related tourism. 

Doguet says, “Because so much 

planning and effort was directed to 

sustainability, they should be able 

to maintain the course to Olympic-

level standards. Then, having seen 

this great course in this amazingly-

beautiful setting during the Olympics, 

playing here will be on every golfer’s 

bucket list. The impact to Rio’s 

tourism dollars will be huge.” 

And it could accomplish even 

more. As Dr. Frank Rossi, associate 

professor in the Department of 

Horticulture at Cornell University, 

who served as a consulting agronomist 

on the project, said, “During the 

Olympics, the whole world will see 

that it’s possible to design a course 

that’s challenging for professionals, 

playable for amateurs, yet with less 

environmental impact.” This course 

could provide the opportunity 

not only to influence the public’s 

perception of golf courses—but also 

its perception of natural turfgrass.

Suz Trusty is co-editor 
of Turf News. 

All photos courtesy of David Doguet.

g
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The Olympic Golf Course is ready for play. Let the Games begin! 
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By Suz Trusty 

The question: What is an encore? 

Answer: It’s a repeat performance 

enthusiastically encouraged by an 

audience that recognizes excellence 

and wants to experience it again. So 

it’s only fitting that natural turfgrass, 

Celebration Bermudagrass at many 

sites, will be on stage in multiple 

stadiums for the 2016 Olympics 

following its excellent showing in the 

2014 World Cup matches.  

Roberto Gurgel is executive director 

of research for Sod Solutions, 

Inc. (www.sodsolutions.com), an 

international turfgrass research and 

development company. Sod Solutions 

is the patent holder and worldwide 

licensing agent for Celebration and 

numerous other turfgrass varieties. 

Gurgel reports the World Cup 

organizers explored the options 

in bermudagrasses seeking the 

combination of properties for best 

performance in the high-shade, high-

use venues. “Celebration was the top 

performer in shade, according to a 

research study conducted by Clemson 

University and the University of 

Arkansas and our field testing,” he 

says. “Its aggressive growth provides 

quick recovery from stress, including 

high traffic. And it’s drought tolerant, 

a big plus in sustainability.” 

Celebration was selected for five of 

the stadiums used for World Cup 

play. Four of those have also been 

selected as sites for the Olympics 

men’s and women’s soccer games. 

They are:  Arena Fonte Nova in 

Salvador, Estadio Mineirao in Belo 

Horizonte, Arena Mané Garrincha 

in Brasília, and Estadio Maracanã, in 

Rio de Janeiro. Estadio Maracana was 

the venue for the World Cup finals. It 

will host multiple events throughout

the Olympics, including the men’s and 

women’s soccer finals, the opening 

ceremonies on Friday, August 5th; 

and the closing ceremonies on 

Sunday, August 21st. 

Estadio Joao Havelange, nicknamed 

Engenhão for its location, is also 

in Rio de Janeiro, and is the fifth 

Celebration field. Arena Corinthians 

in Sao Paulo has a perennial ryegrass 

field and Arena Amazonia, in 

Manaus, has a Tifway 419 field. 

“Soccer is a strong proponent of 

natural grass, as one of the few sports 

that is not getting completely seduced 

by artificial turf,” says Gurgel. 

“Professional soccer players are 

adamant that natural grass is the best 

playing surface for their game and 

they are bold in standing up for it.”   

The soccer venues are the home fields 

of professional teams that have adjusted 

their schedules to accommodate the 

Olympics. The soccer competition 

actually begins on August 3rd, before the 

opening ceremonies, with the finals on 

August 20th. For men’s soccer, four 

groups of four teams each will play 

a total of 32 games within that time 

span. For women’s soccer, there will 

be 3 groups of four teams each and 26 

games. Schedules for the games have 

long been posted on FIFA’s website, 

www.fifa.com, just waiting for the 

team selection.  

Details of the competition in all the 

sports that will take place at all 33 

venues are posted on the official website of 

the Olympic organization, 
http://www.olympic.org/rio-2016-

summer-olympics. For additional 

background on the different sports for the 

Olympics and the Paralympics, check out 

the official website of the Brazil’s 2016 

summer games, www.Rio2016.com. At 

Rio2016, you can even become an instant 

expert on all of the sports with their sport-

by-sport infographics.  

And that’s just the beginning of the 

sources that will be encouraging 

potential followers to tap into the 

action. This is a huge opportunity for 

ENCORE PERFORMANCE PLUS–  
WORTHY OF A CELEBRATION

Roberto Gurgel, executive director of research for Sod Solutions, checks out the Celebration 
bermudagrass at Estadio Maracana, site of the finals for men’s and women’s soccer.
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our industry to showcase the positive 

benefits of natural turfgrass, so spread 

the word to your friends, neighbors 

and customers.

Laying the groundwork 
Gurgel’s international background put 

him in prime position to play a key 

role in preparations for both the 2014 

World Cup and the 2016 Olympics 

in Brazil. He earned a B.S. degree in 

agronomy in Brazil and spent eight 

years working on soybean breeding; 

then nine years on turfgrass breeding 

while living there. He joined Sod 

Solutions in 2003 and since then has 

been working in the U.S. with Tobey 

Wagner, co-owner and president. 

Gurgel developed EMPIRE turf 

while working in Brazil.  

Fluent in both Portuguese and 

English, he has kept in touch with his 

former employees and other industry 

contacts there, which has helped 

advance licensing of the Sod Solutions 

varieties in Brazil. Gurgel says, The heavy shade contrasts sharply with the sunlight on the pitch of Estadio Maracana.  
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“We have five licensed producers of 

Celebration; two of Geo Zoysia 

and one of Discovery bermuda. The 

last few years we’ve also been working 

with two companies that install and 

maintain athletic facilities in Brazil, 

Greenleaf and World Sports.” 

Looking back, Gurgel reports his role 

in the preparation for the World Cup 

arenas actually started in 2012 with 

trips to Brazil to collaborate on the 

sod being grown by Itograss for the 

projects. “The goal was to produce 

sufficient supplies of Celebration for 

the multiple stadium sites, insuring 

that it was grown and maintained to 

meet the specifications and withstand 

the demands that would be placed on 

it,” he says. “The team of TPI member 

Itograss has done a tremendous 

job throughout the entire span of 

production, starting back then and 

continuing through all the Olympics-

related development and beyond.” 

Installation and post-installation 

maintenance brought in another group 

of collaborators. Gurgel reports that 

Itograss works in partnership with 

both World Sports and Greenleaf. He 

says, “I helped oversee the installation 

in a few of the arenas, starting in 

2013. One of the two companies 

would be designated as responsible 

for the installation of each site. My 

role was to insure the preparation and 

installation were handled according 

to the specifications, which were 

developed by either the authority for 

the individual sport (FIFA for soccer) 

or by the Olympic Committee group 

designated for that sport.” 

Gurgel reports personnel from both 

companies have attended TPI events, 

including field days in the U.S.A. 

in Florida, Texas and the Carolinas, 

along with Sports Turf Managers 

Association (STMA) conferences 

and the Golf Industry Show (GIS). 

“They are proficient in maintenance,” 

he says. “Professional teams are the 

primary users of all the Olympic 

soccer venues, so the standards were 

already high. The main concentration 

was fine-tuning their maintenance 

program for optimum performance 

of Celebration within the specific 

conditions of each stadium.  

“Though the U.S.A. is wrapping up 

the summer months in August, winter 

is winding down in Brazil. Some of 

the soccer pitches will be overseeded 

with perennial ryegrass.”

Natural turfgrass scores 

beyond soccer 
Major new construction for the 

Olympics took place in the Barra de 

Tijuca (Barra) zone of Rio de Janeiro, 

site of the Olympic Village. Gurgel 

reports Itograss was the supplier 

of much of the turfgrass, primarily 

Celebration, surrounding the new 

venues and the turf of the landscaped 

sections within the complex.  

The Olympics will draw 10,500 

athletes from 206 countries. With all 

the athletic staff members, Olympic 

staffers, dignitaries, media personnel 

and spectators—the numbers swell 

for those experiencing natural 

grass up close and personal. Add in 

the anticipated 2.5 billion viewers 

devoting screen time to the games, 

and the potential impact for natural 

grass is enormous. 

The Paralympics, which run from 

September 7 through September 18, 

will bring in another 4,350 athletes 

from 176 countries, along with their 

own set of related support personnel, 

media, spectators and viewers. 

Golf is making a comeback at the 

2016 Olympics—after a 112-year 

absence. The development of the 

new course has a story of its own. 

(See article, “Golf is Back for 2016 

Olympics," pages 15-17.) Getting 

golf back in the Olympics is another 

victory for natural grass. 

Rugby sevens, with seven players per 

team rather than 15, the second sport 

new to the 2016 Olympics, will be 

played in the new Deodoro Stadium, 

with Celebration supplied by Itograss 

providing the field surface. As with 

all the venues, this field will get a 

workout. It will host several of the 

modern pentathlon events during 

the Olympics—and soccer for the 

Paralympics—as well as all of the 

rugby matches.  

Another major installation for natural 

grass was the development of the 

equestrian cross country course. It’s 

the outdoor component to the trio of 

events that make up the equestrian 

competition. (Dressage and jumping are 

the two arena events.) The cross country 

course is 6,840 meters (4.25 miles) long, 

with hills and valleys and obstacles—

including logs, fences and streams—

creating approximately 45 jumps for the 

horses and riders to maneuver.  

Paulo Antonia Azeredo (left), one of the owners 
of Itograss; and Fred Ottino (right), field 
manager for Estadio Maracana, collaborate on 
the Celebration field.

Lucas Pedrosa is field manager for the 
Celebration fields of Estadio Mineirao, one 
of the sites for Olympic soccer, and Arena 
Independencia, both in Belo Horizonte, Brazil. 
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Gurgel says, “Obviously, there were 

unique challenges impacting the 

construction. The turfgrass had to 

be something that would not be too 

expensive to put in and something 

that could withstand the heavy 

traffic from the horses. Celebration 

was chosen because of its aggressive 

nature and fast recovery.” 

With such a large area to cover for the 

cross country course, the developers 

could not afford to sod everything, so 

sprigs were used for the majority of 

the project. “A good irrigation system 

was essential, as well as an effective 

weed control program, so the sprigs 

could take over and fill in,” Gurgel 

says. “With all the variations in terrain 

and the surrounding vegetation, there 

were a lot of little challenges with the 

irrigation, both during the installation 

and in developing and managing the 

irrigation efficiency once the system was 

in place. Having the experienced team 

of Itograss and its contractor partners 

and their willingness to work through 

the challenges made it all successful.” 

Gurgel reports the turfgrass is doing 

well in all the new outdoor venues 

and the landscape areas. Positive 

reports from the media and the 

athletes point to the quality of the 

playing surfaces that are being tested 

by onsite competition prior to official 

Olympic action. The soccer arena 

fields are meeting the high standards 

anticipated—and expected—for 

professional-level play. 

“While we’re very excited that 

Celebration is the choice for so many 

venues, the most important point is 

that natural grass is dominating the 

Olympics,” says Gurgel. “The only 

artificial turf playing surface is for 

field hockey.” 

Preparations for the 2016 Olympics 

have faced other challenges, related 

to economic conditions, government 

bureaucracy, environmental protests, 

construction snafus and fears related 

to the Zika virus. Despite all that—

there will be excellence—among 

the athletes—and with the natural 

turfgrass. For this Olympics, green 

may very well be the new gold.

Suz Trusty is co-editor 
of Turf News. 

All photos courtesy of 
Roberto Gurgel.

old.

This outside view of Arena Fonte Nova, in Salvador, Brazil, shows the high-walled construction 
typical of stadiums with high seating capacities and a prime factor in the shade issue. 
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5 0  &  f a bu l o us

1970-1979
countdown to tpi’s 5oth anniversary in 2017

Compiled by Suz Trusty

The American Sod Producers 

Association (ASPA) was officially 

established on July 11, 1967. (It 

was renamed Turfgrass Producers 

International (TPI) in 1994 to better 

reflect the international scope of the 

association.) This article—covering 

1970 to 1979—is the second decade-

by-decade review of the growth of the 

association, leading up to the 50 & 

Fabulous Anniversary Celebration. 

Much of the information covered in 

the “50 & Fabulous–Countdown to 

TPI’s 50th Anniversary” series of 

articles will be drawn from the History 
of Turfgrass Producers International, 
which was developed for the 40th 

Anniversary of TPI. It was edited by 

Dr. Wendell Mathews, former editor 

of Turf News, and Walt Pemrick, 

TPI president 1983-1984. Among 

the others assisting with historical 

documentation, was Dr. James B 

Beard, and his “Evolution of Turfgrass 

Sod,” is included in the publication. 

The 40th Anniversary book drew on 

material included in the 25th Anniversary 

book, titled Turfgrass: Natures Constant 
Benediction, which was co-edited by 

Janice Betts and Dr. Wendell Mathews. 

Both books acknowledge and thank the 

multiple contributors of information and 

photos. A quote from Turfgrass: Natures 
Constant Benediction sums up not only the 

compilation of historic background, but 

also the development of the association, 

“Together, all of us have done what one 

person could not accomplish.”

1970 

ASPA did not hold a Midwinter Conference in 1970. During its February 10 

meeting, in Houston, TX, the Board decided to assemble and study available 

information on synthetic turf covers and formulate an official ASPA position. 

Tobias Grether, Cal-Turf, Inc., Camarillo, CA, was elected 1970-1971 President. 

The Summer Convention and Field Days, held July 28-30 at the Ramada Inn 

in Dolton, IL, was hosted by The Sod Growers Association of Mid-America. 

H & E Sod Farm in Momence, IL, operated by the father and son team, Carl 

and Dale Habenicht, was the site of the field day demonstrations. In addition, 

farm tours visited Warren’s Turf Nursery, Palos Park, IL, operated by brothers 

Ben and Bob Warren, and Evergreen Sod Farm, Peotone, IL, operated by 

Wilbert Hupe. All three were Charter Members of ASPA. Dale, Ben and Dr. 

Henry Indyk, interim association executive, served as the program committee. 

The educational sessions included a “Sod Production Costs” presentation 

and discussion based on a previous survey of members conducted by Becker, 

Blackmar, Kolick and Company, Chicago, IL. It drew a record crowd; 447 

attended the Field Day demonstrations. Never before had there been as large 

a gathering of the sod industry to observe, listen, discuss and become better 

acquainted. It was a giant step toward maturity and strengthening of ASPA. 

The Board of Trustees met in conjunction with this event. Actions included 

correction of a weakness in the original Constitution and Bylaws by 

Carl Habenicht (right) and his son Dale host ASPA’s 1970 Summer Convention and Field Day at 
H & E Nursery, Inc.
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reorganization of the Board, setting up staggered terms to 

insure continuity; and increasing the number of members 

from seven to nine to provide adequate representation of 

the membership. It established the procedures for annual 

election of three board members to three-year terms. 

This, establishment of a nominating committee, and of 

a tenth board position, past president, were adopted as 

amendments to ASPA’s Constitution and Bylaws in 1972. 

In a personal survey of the Summer Convention attendees, 

President Grether recorded the following topics and 

concerns in order of their importance: good management 

practices, financial information, machinery, marketing, 

seed technology, and production technology. 

1971

Again in 1971, ASPA held no Midwinter Conference. 

The ASPA Board of Trustees met February 10, in Denver. 

The Summer Convention and Field Days, was held at 

the University Inn, East Lansing, MI, on June 29-30, 

in conjunction with Michigan State University’s Field 

Day. The registered attendance of 160 represented the 

sod industry from throughout the U.S. and Canada. Dr. 

James Beard, research professor at MSU and conference 

chairman, and his capable staff conducted a tour of MSU 

research facilities, including research plots on a wide 

range of sod production problems, the most concentrated 

research effort on these issues in the U.S.

Wayne County Extension Director Don Juchartz was tour 

chairman. The day-long tour included stops at Ludema 

Sod Farm, Clarksville; Blue Grass Sod Farms, Allendale; 

and Baldwin Sod Farms, Leslie and Stockbridge, sites 

selected for different points of interest. “Home-made” 

developments in equipment for mechanization of sod 

harvesting and handling captured the greatest interest. 

Tobias Grether was re-elected president for 1971-1972. 

During its meeting June 28, the Board of Trustees 

initiated the following actions. They set a non-member 

fee for the next ASPA conference. They appropriated 

$3,000 to develop an accounting program and manual. 

They authorized printing of 10,000 “soft copies” of 

“Specifications of Sodding” for distribution to members 

upon request. They voted to develop and print a 

membership directory listing members by region rather 

than alphabetically. That first directory listed six Canadian 

members and one each in Australia, Puerto Rico and 

South Africa. 

1972
The ASPA Midwinter Conference was held at Disneyland 

Hotel, Anaheim, CA, on February 22-24. Tobias Grether, 

ASPA president and conference chairman, hosted the 

field day at his sod farm, Cal-Turf in Santa Ana. Guided 

tours took members to test plots; a facility for dehydration 

of grass clippings; a field demonstration of Cal-Turf ’s 

production equipment and procedures; and a nursery for 

container-grown stock. The last day’s morning session 

featured a “Parade of Exhibitors Under the Big Top”—an 

exhibit of machinery related to land preparation, planting, 

mowing, spraying, irrigation, harvesting and handling of 

turfgrass sod. The afternoon provided field demonstrations 

of equipment at stations, with attendees rotating to view 

them. Educational sessions featured: turfgrass research 

with Dr. Glenn Burton, Tifton, GA; Dr. C. Reed 

Funk, New Brunswick, NJ; and Dr. James Beard, MSU; 

operational costs with Don Juchartz, Wayne County (MI) 

extension agent; and marketing with Channing Jones, San 

Francisco, CA. 

 

Tobias Grether (left), Cal-Turf, CA, discusses Field Day procedures with 
host Dale Habenicht (center), and Dr. Henry Indyk, executive director. 

Charles Lain, Sr., Pine Island Turf, Sussex, New Jersey, at work.
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The Summer Convention and Field Days was held at the 

Skyline Hotel, Toronto, Canada, July 10-12. Nursery Sod 

Growers of Ontario hosted. This was the first year ASPA 

had two national meetings independent of any other 

organization. Sessions, tours and field day demonstrations, 

combined with Canadian hospitality, were declared 

“tops.” Attendance, including many women, exceeded 

expectations. During the Board meeting, Jack Kidwell, 

Kidwell Turf Farm, Culpepper, VA, was elected 1972-

1973 president. Gerry Brouwer, Brouwer Sod, was the first 

international member elected to the Board. 

1973
ASPA’s 1973 Winter 

Convention took to the skies, 

meeting in Kauai and Maui, 

Hawaii, February 10-26. Over 

200 attended. The islands 

provided many opportunities 

for sightseeing and tours, 

including agricultural visits. 

Educational highlight were 

two conference seminars, each 

consisting of two half-day 

sessions. Dr. J. R. Longstreet, 

chairman of the Finance 

Department of the University 

of South Florida, focused 

on financial management, 

following his sessions with up to two-hours of discussion. 

Richard Thomas, a partner in Arthur Andersen of 

Houston, enlightened the group with sessions on general 

tax planning for sod producers. 

The Summer Convention and Field Day was headquartered 

at the Holiday Inn in Denver, CO, July 10-12. The Rocky 

Mountain Sod Growers hosted. Richlawn Turf Farm, 

operated by Melvin C. Rich, served as the site for Field Day 

demonstrations. Educational sessions included: accounting; 

labor relations and its inherent problems; new techniques 

for determining seed quality; and the question of nematodes 

being a threat to sod production. Tours ranged from the 

United States Air Force Academy, West Turf Farms, and 

Colorado State University. 

Jack Kidwell, Kidwell Turf Farm, Culpepper, VA, was 

re-elected president for 1973-1974. Bob Garey was named 

Executive Director, with his firm, Garey Management 

Organization, Inc. (Garmo) providing the full range 

of services from their headquarters in Hastings, NE. 

Dr. Henry Indyk, Rutgers University, was thanked 

for his service as executive director from 1969 to 1973 

and honored as ASPA’s first Honorary Member. New 

membership categories were established and a new dues 

structure was adopted.

1974
New Orleans, LA, was the site of ASPA’s 1974 Winter 

Conference, which was headquarters at the Bourbon 

Orleans Ramada, February 7-8. Approximately 160 

representatives of member firms participated in the 

two-day event themed, “How to Make—and Keep—a 

Buck.” Approximately 60 wives attended. ASPA Legal 

Counsel Bill Harding of Lincoln, NE, covered legal and 

New ASPA officers are (left to right): Jack Kidwell, Kidwell Turf Farm—president; Dale Habenicht, H & E Sod Nursery, Inc.—vice president; John Nunes, Nunes 
Sod—secretary; Ted Bosgraof, Blue Grass Farms, Inc.—director; Gerry Brouwer, Brouwer Sod—director; and Charles Davis, Jr., Wharton Sod Farm—treasurer.

Dr. Henry W. Indyk, Rutgers 
University, was named ASPA’s 
first Honorary Member. Dr. 
Indyk served as Executive 
Director from 1969 to 1973.
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governmental issues. His presentation emphasized the 

need for every sod producer to have up-to-date information 

regarding all federal regulations and enactments. Stu 

DeBruiker of the Harvard Business School led an 

interactive exercise in marketing and planning. “How to” 

sessions centered on business management issues.

The Summer Convention and Field Day was held in New 

Carrollton, MD, July 16-19, at the Sheraton Inn. The 

Maryland Turf Grass Association hosted, with members 

Gus Day and Dr. Jack Hall coordinating events during a 

full day and a half of on-the-field demonstrations. Over 

400 attended the Field Day demonstrations, while over 

200 boarded buses for the tours of various sod farms in the 

surrounding area. Among the educational sessions was a 

presentation on varying marketing methods by Herbert 

Wallace, executive vice-president of clothing firm Hart-

Schafer & Marx. 

Charles Davis, 

Wharton Turf 

Grass, Wharton, 

TX, was elected 

1974-1975 

president. An 

ASPA focus 

was selecting a 

“Key Man” for 

each state to 

assist in: recruiting 

new members; increasing membership strength; and 

monitoring and reporting governmental action that might 

impact sod producers. Steve Cockerham, of Cal-Turf in 

CA, began the research and development of the use of 

netting in sod production to reduce the time span between 

planting and harvest. 

1975
The Midwinter Conference was headquartered at the 

Doubletree Inn, Tucson, AZ, February 26-28. Over 170 

attended. ASPA Legal Counsel Bill Harding, Lincoln, 

NE, addressed labor relations and wage and hour laws. 

Dr. Paul Rieke, Michigan State University, addressed 

strategies for increasing efficiency and reducing costs 

in sod production. Panels of sod producers discussed 

various business management issues. Ernie Becker, Sr., 

vice-president and secretary of the National Association 

of Home Builders, highlighted the future of the home 

building industry. Dr. Gordon Johnson, University of 

Arizona in Tucson, addressed the usage of sewage effluent 

in sod production. Les Wilson, DuPont Corporation, 

discussed the necessity of becoming aggressive in business 

and sales.

The Crown Center 

Hotel in Kansas 

City, KS, was the 

site of the Summer 

Convention and 

Field Day, July 

16-18. The hosts 

were the Midwest 

Turf Grass Growers 

Association and  

five sod farms: 

Princeton Turf 

Farm, Inc.; J. L. Harris Sod Farm; Meyers Turf Farms; 

Briggs Turf Farms; Weeks Sod and Walnut Farm. Over 200 

attendees visited the sod farms for a day and a half of viewing 

demonstrations and examining equipment. Educational 

sessions included discussion of ASPA activities and trends 

within the industry, including potential governmental 

fertilizer restrictions. 

Norm LeGrande, Hendricks Sodding and Landscaping, 

Lincoln, NE, was elected 1975-1976 president. Funds were 

allocated for development and production of a brochure 

covering sod production, use and care. Dr. James Beard was 

named ASPA’s second honorary member. ASPA expanded 

its survey, “An Inventory of Producers,” world-wide. 

ASPA published its summary of accomplishments in 

its April, 1975 bulletin. It defined ten goals: serving as 

a medium for discussion; providing practical, valuable 

educational programs; serving as an industry-wide forum 

for resolving common problems; holding an annual 

Midwinter Conference; holding an Annual Summer 

Convention and Field Day; developing and distributing 

a national “Guideline Specifications for Sodding;” 

developing an accounting manual and system specifically 

for sod producers; maintaining direct contact with 

governmental agencies through ASPA’s Legal Counsel; 

providing vital information to members via periodic 

publications; establishing association headquarters and a 

professional staff to coordinate association activities. 

1976
Nearly 200 ASPA members participated in the Midwinter 

Convention February 5-6 at the Sheraton-Sand Key Hotel 

in Clearwater, FL. Many wives and children attended, 

bringing attendance at the banquet to 275. Program 

Chairman Tom Thornton, Thornton’s Turf Nursery, Elgin, 

IL, organized educational sessions featuring university 

researchers and other industry leaders addressing key 

issues of sod production and business management. 

Activities included an afternoon trip to Pursley Grass 

Company in Palmetto.

This gathering of young people is all smiles as 
they strike a pose. 

Seeking greater efficiency in irrigation is a never-
ending quest.
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ASPA’s Summer Convention 

and Field Day drew 271 active 

participants to the Treadway Inn 

in historic Newport, RI, July 

21-23. The New England Sod 

Producers Association hosted. 

Chris Beasley, Tuckahoe Turf 

Farms, Canton, MA, served as 

program chairman and hosted 

the field day at Tuckahoe where 

18 exhibitors participated, many 

demonstrating their equipment. 

Norm LeGrande, Hendricks     

  Sodding and Landscaping,   

  Lincoln, NE, was re-elected to  

  serve as 1977-1978 president. The  

new ASPA logo was introduced. Parker Shirling, 

Princeton Turf Farm of Maryland, Centerville, MD, 

was named ASPA’s third Honorary Member. A new 

handbook, covering a variety of legal and operational 

issues, was compiled by ASPA Legal Counsel Bill 

Harding for distribution to members. The ASPA brochure, 

“The dream lawn is yours in hours with sod,” was so well 

received by members only 25,000 of the 150,000 printed 

remained and reprinting was planned. State “key men” 

were helping the association grow; membership had 

increased by 51 percent over the last two years. Requests 

for “Guideline Specifications to Sodding” had been 

requested and supplied to numerous national and state 

governmental agencies. 

1977
ASPA’s Midwinter Conference was headquartered at the 

Sheraton-Harbor Island Hotel, San Diego, CA, February 

9-11. John Nunes, Nunes Turfgrass, Patterson, CA, served 

as Conference Chairman. Bill Hoopes, technical manager 

for O.M. Scott & Sons ProTurf Division, Marysville, 

OH, addressed fertilizer efficiency in his first presentation; 

identification and control of insects and fungus in his 

second. Ralph Daily, Cal-Turf Inc., addressed the use of 

netting, noting it had doubled production on the same 

acreage at their El Toro, CA, farm. John Nunes agreed, 

reporting his Nunes Manufacturing Company had 

constructed a machine that prepared the soil, laid the 

netting, seeded and top covered in one operation. ASPA 

Legal Counsel Bill Harding, Lincoln, NE, reported on 

legal developments and their potential impact on members. 

CPA Richard L. Thomas of Arthur Andersen & Company, 

Houston, TX, reviewed recent changes in tax law related to 

estate gifts and estate planning. Irrigation Consultant Roger 

L. Gordon addressed efficient water usage. 

Over 300 ASPA members, plus exhibitors and Minnesota 

Turf Association members, attended the Summer 

Convention and Field Days headquartered at the Radisson 

St. Paul Hotel, St. Paul, MN, July 20-22. 31 exhibit 

booths filled the indoor trade show. 46 ten-minute 

equipment demonstrations took the field at Loren Hentges 

Green-Glo Farm in Blaine. Attendees toured the Glenn 

Rehbein Farms at Lino Lakes and Conference Chairman 

Harley Johnson’s farm, Harley’s Sod in Hugo. 

Glenn Rehbein was elected 1977-1978 President. The first 

issue of Turf News, with 16 pages and 10 advertisers, was 

published in December. ASPA membership included: 264 

sod growers, 45 suppliers, 12 turfgrass educators/researchers, 

and three Honorary members, for a total of 324. Rehbein 

reported removal of the artificial turf on the field of the 

University of Minnesota’s Memorial Stadium after about 

five years, and replacement with natural grass, declaring it a 

prime example that artificial turf is not the answer. 

1978
ASPA’s Midwinter Conference headquartered at the 

Nassau Beach Hotel, Nassau, Bahama Islands, February 

12-15. Norm LeGrande served as Conference Chairman. 

Educational sessions included: a tax presentation by Paul 

Smith, Fringe Benefit Designs; use of sewage sludge by 

Dr. Jack Hall, Virginia Polytechnic Institute; “Seed—

Current and Future” by Doyle Jacklin, Vaughn Jacklin Seed 

Company; “Keep Yourself Legal” by ASPA’s Legal Counsel 

Bill Harding; “Metrics” by ASPA President Charles Lain, 

Pine Island Turf Nurseries, Inc., Sussex, NJ, and Vice 

Tom Thornton, Thornton 
Turf Nursery, Elgin, IL, was 
program chairman for the 
1976 Midwinter Conference 
is Clearwater, FL.

Sod producers can have fun even when waiting in line.
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President John Hope, Manderley Turf Farms, North 

Gower, Ontario, Canada; and “Insurance—You Better be 

Covered by Allen McDowell, Alexander Insurance.

The Summer Convention and Field Days headquarters 

was the Sheraton Hotel, Spokane, WA, July 19-21. Doyle 

Jacklin was Convention Chairman. Host farms for Field 

Day activities were: Schneidmiller Sod Farm, Liberty Lake, 

WA, and Thayer Sod Farm, Rathdrum, ID. Attendees came 

from across the U.S.A. and Canada, England, Australia and 

France. Thursday evening brought a sell-out crowd of 400 to 

Canada Island for a salmon bake, good music and dancing. 

Outgoing President Glenn Rehbein reported membership 

as of June 21, 1978, had reached a total of 359, with 297 of 

those Class “A” (sod producers).

Charles Lain, Pine Island Turf Nursery, Inc. Sussex, NJ, was 

elected ASPA 1978-1979 president. ASPA’s new presentation, 

“Why Sod?” was introduced. It consisted of 30 true-color 

slides and an informative, professionally narrated cassette, 

along with musical background. The five-minute presentation 

“package” was offered to members for $65. Revised dues, 

reflecting a minor increase, were adopted. The “Key Men” 

title was changed to ASPA State Representatives. 3M 

Company introduced its turfgrass growth regulator, Embark 

2-S. A survey by Chilton Research concluded 81 percent of 

customers used the “yellow pages” when considering purchase 

of a product or service. 

1979
The Doubletree Inn, Scottsdale, AZ, served as 

headquarters of ASPA’s Midwinter Conference, February 

25-27. Conference chairman was Jim Hugget, Long 

Island Farm, Marshall, WI. Over 500 people attended. 

Educational sessions covered: computers, the use of grass 

clippings, finances, legal rights, trucking and deliveries, 

fertilizer, credit and marketing. A pre-Conference 

workshop focused on finances with interactive sessions 

that engaged participants. ASPA saluted five sod growers 

for helping organize the association: Ben Warren, 

Warren’s Turf Nursery, Palos Park, IL; Wiley Miner, 

Princeton Turf, Cranbury, NJ; Jim Ousley, Ousley Sod 

Farm, Pompano Beach, FL; Tobias Grether, Cal-Turf, 

Camarillo, CA; and Eugene Johanningsmeier, Hiram F. 

Godwin & Son, South Lyn, MI.

ASPA’s Summer Convention and Field Day headquartered 

at the Hilton Inn East, Columbus, OH, July 18-20. 

Co-chairmen were John Kramer, Kramer and Sons, 

Cleveland, OH; and Cecil Collings, Green Valley Turf 

Farms, Canfield, OH. Hosts were O.M. Scott, Princeton 

Manufacturing, and Eastside Nursery. Over 600 people 

attended, including members from Australia, England, 

Saudi Arabia and Israel. Inside exhibits drew a huge 

crowd. The tour of Scott’s included their research and 

production facilities, seed testing laboratory and acres of 

test plots. Friday featured a drive-through tour of Princeton 

A crowd gathers to watch the demonstration at the 1978 Field Day in Spokane.

Attendees linger at the registration desk in Nassau at the 1978 
Midwinter Conference.

Engaging educational sessions filled the meeting rooms during the 
Summer Convention in Spokane.

Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Wilson share a fun evening in Scottsdale with 
daughter and son-in-law Tom and Janet Dutton.
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Manufacturing Company and field day demonstrations at 

Eastside Nursery coordinated by host Woodrow Wilson and 

his staff. Dr. David Martin and the Ohio Sod Producers 

Association assisted throughout the meeting.

E. John Hope, Manderley Turf Farms, North Gower, 

Ontario, Canada, was elected 1979-1980 president. 

1979 brought numerous new product and equipment 

introductions, plus a suggested solution for the problem 

of pallets offered by Harold Helter of Red Hen Turf 

Farm. A new marketing brochure, “Do It Yourself—Sod 

Installation,” was circulated. Turf News added a Trading 

Post section. ASPA sent a questionnaire to members 

and other known sod 

growers across the U.S. 

and Canada to collect 

data ranging from sod 

production to marketing. 

Data ASPA provided 

to the Aurora, CO, city 

council was instrumental  

in dropping a proposed  

turfgrass sod ban.

With ASPA and the sod 

industry growing at a 

rapid pace, there will be 

much more to explore as  

  the July/August issue of  

  Turf News delves into the  

              decade of the ‘80s.

Happenings in the '70s
The ‘70s started with student Vietnam protests at Kent 

State. The U.S.S.R. and West Germany sign a friendship 

treaty. Soviet novelist, Alexander Solzhenitsyn, wins the 

Nobel Prize for literature. Movies “Paint Your Wagon” 

and “True Grit” debut. Burt Bacharach emerges in the 

popular music realm. Apollo 13 is launched and gas 

in the U.S. is 36 cents/gallon. The decade ends with 

Networking is joyful for Mr. and Mrs. 
Ernie Walterhouse and Ray Weekley.

ASPA’s 1979 Midwinter Conference in Scottsdale drew record crowds.

the overthrow of the Shah of Iran. Margaret Thatcher 

becomes Britain’s first female Prime Minister. Compu-

Serve offers the first consumer internet email service. 

Movies include; “All That Jazz,” “Apocalypse Now” and 

“Kramer vs. Kramer.” Billy Joel’s “Just the Way You Are” 

was record of the year and gas is 86 cents/gallon.

Editor’s Note: The History of Turfgrass Producers International 
is available to TPI members in digital format. Also available are 
PDFs of the ASPA Charter Members and all ASPA/TPI Conference 
and Convention dates and sites, including the Host Farm names. 
Past Weeds, Trees and Turf magazine articles and other historical 
resources are available to TPI members through the Turfgrass 
Information Center (TGIF). To access these materials, visit the “For 
Members” tab on the TPI website www.TurfGrassSod.org. If you see 
someone you know that is unidentified in any of the photos or have 
further information on any of the events, please let your editors know 
so that we might update the photos for future use. Also, if you have 
any photos that you’d like us to consider for future issues, please 
send them to us.

All photos from TPI Archives.

1979-1980 President John Hope and 1978-1979 President Charles Lain, Sr. 
share ideas.

Are  

al 
e
rence 
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THE LAWN INSTITUTE  
TURFGRASS RESEARCH UPDATE
By Steve Trusty 

The Turfgrass Producers International 

(TPI) foundation, The Lawn 

Institute (TLI), was established 

in 1955 to assist in and encourage 

the improvement of lawns and 

recreational turf through research and 

education. Among its many activities, 

TLI funds research conducted by 

some of the world’s most respected 

turfgrass scientists and institutions. 

 

The structure of TLI’s research 

funding process was refined in the 

1990s, resulting in a clearly defined 

protocol for the three steps of the 

process: call for research proposals, 

evaluation, and project selection. TLI 

established a Research Committee 

which soon was structured to bring 

together members from different 

segments of the turfgrass industry 

who jointly contribute broad-based 

industry knowledge to the process.  

The committee is currently chaired by 

Duane Klundt, Grassland Oregon, 

Salem, OR, supplier representative and 

a turfgrass consultant. Vice Chair is a 

sod producer, Mike Pope, Harmony 

Outdoor Brands, Arcadia, FL. 

Board liaison also is a sod producer, 

Steve Griffen, Saratoga Sod Farm, 

Stillwater, NY. Three are university 

turfgrass specialists and researchers: 

Dr. Brian Horgan, University of 

Minnesota; Dr. John Sorochan, 

University of Tennessee; and Dr. Mike 

Richardson, University of Arkansas. 

The two other members, who head the 

development and coordination 

of major research programs, are 

Dr. Mike Kenna, director of green 

section research for the United States 

Golf Association (USGA); and 

Kevin Morris, executive director of 

the National Turfgrass Evaluation 

Program (NTEP) and president of the 

National Turfgrass Federation (NTF). 

A major change in research grew 

from the inclusion of turfgrass in the 

Specialty Crops Research Initiative 

added to the 2007 Farm Bill. The 

sod producers were part of the 

efforts to insert language into that 

legislation to designate turfgrass as 

a specialty crop. That has qualified 

turfgrass researchers to apply for 

funding. The USDA Agricultural 

Research Service (ARS) coordinates 

the national research programs 

for turfgrass through the National 

Turfgrass Research Initiative (NTRI). 

A separate USDA department, 

the National Institute of Food and 

Agriculture (NIFA), primarily focuses 

its research funding support to state 

and regional programs.   

Kenna and Morris are continually 

tracking research, including that funded 

through this initiative, so they are 

aware of what has been done in specific 

areas and what research is ongoing. 

That knowledge helps in the decision-

making process. They’re also sensitive 

to the costs involved in research and 

whether a funding request is in line 

with industry standards. 

The committee reviews proposals 

with two areas of focus: projects 

that improve efficiency in turfgrass 

management practices and projects 

that show the environmental, 

economic and community/health 

benefits of turfgrass to the public. 

Good, solid science must be at the 

core of any project considered. 

The committee’s recommendations 

are submitted to The Lawn Institute 

Board for their decision on approval. 

At the time of this writing, the Board 

had not yet met, so there are no new 

projects to announce. Last year, the 

two recommended projects were 

approved, with funding beginning at 

the start of the fiscal year, July 1, 2015.  

One project focuses on the 

environmental issues related to 

nutrition and nutritional benefits. 

The project is titled, “The Impact of 

Compost, Compost Tea, and Various 

Fertilizers on Soil Properties.” The 

principal investigator is Dr. Douglas 

Beams of sunlight paint shadow patterns across the dew-covered lawn. Photo by Jim Novak
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J. Soldat, associate professor in the 

Department of Soil Science at the 

University of Wisconsin-Madison. 

The Wisconsin Turfgrass Association 

is named as an institution associated 

with this study.   

This research project is unique because 

the trial was initiated in 2012. Since 

then, Soldat’s team has been making 

applications of Scotts Turf Builder, 

two organic fertilizers, three composts, 

and one compost tea to a Kentucky 

bluegrass lawn on a poor quality soil. 

They had been tracking the visual 

quality and clipping production of 

these treatments compared to the non-

treated control.  

They requested funding to properly 

assess the changes in soil physical 

and chemical properties, anticipating 

evidence of how various composts and 

fertilizers can improve soil conditions. 

Higher quality soil allows for deeper 

root penetration, which reduces 

fertilizer and irrigation requirements, 

and improved water infiltration, thus 

reducing runoff. 

Dr. Soldat is in the process of reviewing 

the data collected and preparing a 

report of the results. This information 

will be made available to TLI upon its 

completion with subsequent reporting 

of those results through multiple 

channels, including Turf News. 

The second research study funded 

by TLI was a three-year project, 

“Documenting Water Use for 

Turfgrasses in the United States,” which 

directly addresses this issue as noted in 

these excerpts from the study proposal. 

Water is likely to be, and in many 

cases already is, the limiting and most 

contentious resource for turfgrass 

maintenance. This project’s primary 

objective is to quantify the amount of 

irrigation water needed to maintain 

functional turfgrasses in different 

regions of the country. An additional 

objective is to provide a comprehensive 

literature review of turfgrass water 

use, irrigation practices, and turfgrass 

water best management practices 

(BMPs). The researchers hypothesize 
that proper selection of grasses regionally 
would minimize irrigation requirements 
to approximately 30% of estimated 
evapotranspiration (ET).  

The principal researchers, conducting 

the studies on test plots at their 

respective universities, are: Dr. John 

Stier, University of Tennessee, Institute 

of Agriculture; Dr. Kelly Kopp, 

Department of Plants, Soils & Climate, 

Utah State University; Dr. Eric 

Watkins, Department of Horticultural 

Science, University of Minnesota; Dr. 

Matthew Elmore, AgriLife Extension 

Service, Texas A&M University; 

Dr. Jason Henderson, Department 

of Plant Science and Landscape 

Architecture, University of 

Connecticut; and Dr. James Baird, 

Department of Botany & Plant Science, 

University of California, Riverside. 

The team also includes Dr. Douglas 

Karcher, Department of Horticulture, 

University of Arkansas, serving as 

statistician and digital image analysis 

specialist. 

Longer term, the goal is to add the 

information developed to a database in 

order to model irrigation requirements 

for any region of the country based 

on turfgrass species and variety, 

precipitation, temperature, humidity, 

soil type, slope, cardinal direction, 

management inputs, and type of use 

(e.g. home lawn, athletic field). A 

detailed update on this project was 

supplied to TLI’s Research Committee 

in January of 2016. 

Scientific research projects, such as these 

funded by TLI, provide the data required 

to support the positive environmental 

impact of turfgrass. TLI continues to 

provide this research information to 

the industry and, through its outreach 

efforts, to the public, making an  

impact across the globe.

Steve Trusty is co-editor 
of Turf News. 

Science based research is a key building block in 
efficient sod production. Photo by Steve Trusty

As ASPA/TPI looks forward to celebrating 50 fabulous years, there’s no 
better way to support such a milestone anniversary than by contributing 
to the Farm Challenge!

The Brookings (Brookmeade Farm) have pledged to donate $100 for
every year of their 45 year membership and they challenge all other 
farms to do the same!

ASPA/TPI?
Match their gift, donate $100 for each year of your membership! 

Donations of any size are welcome! 

50th Anniversary 

FARM CHALLENGE!

Questions may be directed to the
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DR. GRADY MILLER— MAKING A DIFFERENCE
By Suz Trusty  

If you are an active member of the 

turfgrass industry, it’s very likely 

you will know of Dr. Grady Miller. 

Currently professor and extension 

turf specialist at North Carolina 

State University (NCSU), he, and 

the results of his efforts, have been 

making a difference in turfgrass 

management for over 25 years.   

Dr. Miller has been honored by 

TPI with the Turfgrass Educator 

Award of Excellence for his personal 

commitment, dedication and positive 

influence in helping to educate 

consumers, turfgrass producers and 

industry professionals throughout the 

world. Linda Moyer of Sod Solutions 

in Mt. Pleasant, SC, and chair of 

TPI’s Public Relations Working 

Group, made the presentation on 

February 23, 2016, during the Annual 

Business Meeting at the TPI 2016 

International Education Conference 

& Field Day in Houston, TX. 

The recipient of this award is someone 

who has made themselves available 

to their community and to TPI and 

its members to address turfgrass 

questions and concerns and who 

has been involved in programs that 

promote the benefits of turfgrass. Dr. 

Grady Miller does all that—and so 

much more.  

He joined the Crop Science 

Department of NCSU in 2006, with 

his appointment approximately half 

extension and the other half equally 

split between research and teaching. 

Miller earned his B.S. in Agriculture 

from Louisiana Tech University; his 

M.S. in Agronomy & Soils from 

Louisiana State University and his 

Ph.D. in Agronomy & Soils from 

Auburn University. Prior to arriving 

at NCSU, Miller spent 11 years at the 

University of Florida in Gainesville, 

where his primary responsibility was 

teaching, with research secondary. 

Among his many accomplishments 

there was helping establish the Plant 

Science Research and Education Unit 

in Citra, FL.   

He is an active member of the 

International Turfgrass Society (ITS), 

the American Society of Agronomy 

(ASA), the Crop Science Society of 

America (CSSA), the Golf Course 

Superintendents Association of 

America (GCSAA), and the Sports 

Turf Managers Association (STMA). 

He’s done much to advance the sports 

turf management profession, through 

research, teaching and international 

outreach. For 15 years, he has written 

a regular column, “Q&A with Grady 

Miller,” for SportsTurf magazine, the 

official publication of STMA. He is the 

co-author of Managing Bermudagrass 
Turf and Design, Construction, and 
Management of Bermudagrass Athletic 
Fields. He has published over 400 

articles dealing with all phases of 

turfgrass management.  

He’s a strong supporter of sod 

producers, as well. Miller says, “Dr. 

Art Bruneau had done a great deal 

of work with the sod producers prior 

to my arrival at NCSU. He quickly 

made sure that I was connected with 

them. Art would approach a new 

initiative with, ‘Grady, I have an 

opportunity for you.’  And he was 

always right. As he had planned, I 

became the ‘go to’ person for the NC 

sod producers. After Art’s retirement, 

he became the executive director of 

the NC Sod Producers Association 

(NCSPA), so we have the opportunity 

to continue working together.”  

Miller points to the commitment 

of sod producers to their profession 

and the entire turfgrass industry. 

He says, “They serve in leadership 

roles and behind the scenes, 

stepping up whether their efforts are 

acknowledged or not. I’m continually 

impressed by their willingness to 

Dr. Grady Miller points to the zoysiagrass soccer 
pitch in China in 2007, leading up to the 2008 
Olympics. He served as turfgrass consultant for 
that event.  

Dr. Miller painted the NCSU logo on the turf for Field Day. His program has conducted 
extensive research on turfgrass paint. NCSU Alumni like to have their picture taken near the logo.
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allocate field space on their farms 

to test new turfgrass varieties under 

real-world production practices 

and for other projects, such as our 

mower cut quality research work, 

that require more area than available 

at our research farms. That’s acreage 

they could be using to increase their 

profits. They also provide the use of 

their equipment and their employees 

for maintenance during the course of 

the research, resources they could be 

applying to their own businesses.” 

The TPI award was a total surprise 

to Miller. He says, “To receive this 

award—this unexpected affirmation 

that what I do is making a difference—

from those within the industry—those 

I try to support and who support me, 

too—is incredibly significant to me. 

I’m humbled and honored by it.”

Outreach 
Miller reports moving into the NCSU 

position has been an invigorating 

experience for him, with new 

problems and new challenges. “In this 

program I have the opportunity to do 

a wide variety of things and I never 

know what the day is going to bring,” 

he says.  

As the NCSU Crop Science website 

(http://www.cropsci.ncsu.edu/turf.asp) 

reports, “Twelve turfgrass species are 

utilized in North Carolina and include 

tall fescue (the most common species, 

covering 742,600 acres), bermudagrass 

(the second most common species, 

covering 246,873 acres), fine fescue, 

centipedegrass, Kentucky bluegrass, 

bahiagrass, annual ryegrass, perennial 

ryegrass, zoysiagrass, carpetgrass, 

bentgrass and St. Augustinegrass.” 

Miller says, “The soil and climatic 

conditions vary so widely across the 

state, from the mountains, to mid-

state, to the beaches. We can grow 

both cool- and warm-season grasses 

here, but as the old adage goes—none 

of them very well. I may go on an 

extension visit to a homeowner and 

find four or five different turfgrass 

species in one neighborhood.” 

Homeowner’s phone calls about 

turfgrass problems can be equally 

challenging. “Many homeowners 

have no idea what kind of grass they 

have in their yards,” he says. “I’ve 

learned one of the first questions 

to ask a caller is, ‘What color was 

the grass at Thanksgiving.’ That at 

least gives me a starting point for 

the species identification, which 

has to occur before I can even start 

determining the problem.” One of 

the tools Miller uses to communicate 

on turfgrass issues is TurfFiles. It’s a 

website (TurfFiles.ncsu.edu) created 

to provide turfgrass information to 

a diverse audience of homeowners, 

students, extension personnel, and 

professional turfgrass managers. 

It reports that funding for the site 

has been provided by the Center for 

Turfgrass Environmental Research 

and Education (CENTERE), as well 

as the College of Agriculture and 

Life Sciences at NCSU. Information 

available on the site is provided by 

faculty and staff in the Departments 

of Crop Science, Entomology, 

Horticulture, Plant Pathology, and 

Soil Science at NCSU. NCSPA 

partners in support of TurfFiles, along 

with NCSportsTurf and the Turf 

Council of North Carolina (TCNC). 

Turfgrass Field Days are prime venues 

for outreach to turfgrass professionals, 

including: sod producers, sports 

field and golf course management 

personnel, landscapers, lawn care 

providers and extension agents. 

These events can draw 800 or more 

attendees. NCSPA supports the 

field days via sponsorships. They 

also funded construction of the Sod 

Producer Pavilion which is used to 

exhibit their products and distribute 

information and is shared with other 

exhibitors and sponsors.  

Another outreach to turfgrass 

professionals reaches a broad audience 

as well. Miller says, “The annual state 

meeting for the golf and sports field 

market is held in Myrtle Beach each 

November. Obviously, sod producers 

take part in it, both as exhibitors and 

attendees. And because all three of 

those industry segments have a pretty 

good relationship with their peers 

across state lines, many from South 

Carolina share in those meetings, too.” 

Miller’s extension-related outreach 

extends to both homeowners and 

turfgrass professionals. For example, 

in March of 2015, his NCSU team 

conducted an anonymous, online 

survey to examine inventory and 

pricing of NC sod. Miller says, 

“The survey was repeated in March 

of 2016, with data posted in May. 

We intend to conduct it annually to 

determine and track relative inventory 

levels and project price changes for 

the year and provide sod producers 

with a resource for comparison of 

year-to-year fluctuations.” The 2015 

Sod Producers’ Report for North 

Carolina is available at: http://content.
ces.ncsu.edu/2015-sod-producerss-report-
for-north-carolina.

These test plots show ryegrass overseeding on 
March 15, 2013. This photo is part of a sequence 
of photos tracking the research results to date.

These test plots show ryegrass overseeding on 
April 16, 2013. Dr. Miller’s team conducts these 
tests annually for seeding companies. 
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Research 
As NCSU’s website states, “The 

NCSU turfgrass faculty serves 

the entire turfgrass industry by 

evaluating new and existing cultivars, 

production practices, fertility systems 

and pest management systems 

including weed, insect and disease 

management. Turfgrass production 

and management programs are 

constantly being created or updated 

and improved as a result of these 

research efforts. The faculty utilizes 

this new information by teaching and 

training future and present turfgrass 

managers through courses along 

with lab exercises, seminars and 

professional meetings.” 

Miller has long been a leader in 

sports turf research and currently 

has multiple projects underway 

that incorporate the resources of 

the NCSU Center for Turfgrass 

Environmental Research and 

Education (CENTERE).  

Two main research facilities provide 

space and support staff for agricultural 

and horticultural sciences. The 

Sandhills Research Station (SRS) 

is a 517-acre site in the Windblow 

community of Montgomery County, 

near Jackson Springs. Approximately 

eight acres of irrigated turfgrass 

research plots are maintained at 

SRS to mimic golf courses, athletic 

fields and home lawns. Its website, 

directory.ncbiotech.org/content/sandhills-
research-station, reports research 

studies here include: testing of new 

grasses, the environmental impacts 

of turf; the effect of traffic, pests, 

heat and drought stress on the turf; 

and the evaluation of cultural and 

maintenance practices, such as 

mowing height.  

The Lake Wheeler Field Lab website 

(http://harvest.cals.ncsu.edu/ncars/
resources/university-field-labs-(ulf)/
lake-wheeler-road-field-lab/) reports it 

offers nearly 1,500 acres for teaching, 

research and extension requests 

made by NCSU faculty. Many of the 

units hosted there are operated by 

various departments in the College 

of Agriculture & Life Sciences 

(CALS), including Crop Science, 

Soil Science and Entomology. 

Additional agronomy-related research 

is conducted directly by the farm 

operations staff.  

The Turf Field Lab at this site 

encompasses approximately 30 acres 

of irrigated turfgrass, including both 

warm- and cool-season grasses. Miller 

says, “Our cultivar trials and turfgrass 

breeding areas are here. We also have 

trials that simulate different turfgrass 

situations, such as golf greens, athletic 

fields, home lawns, etc.” Turfgrass 

Field Days are held at both research 

facilities annually. 

Miller says, “We have seven active 

NTEP trials at Raleigh, with two 

more to go in the ground this year. 

We also have eight other ‘new grass’ 

screening trials which are either 

USDA-SCRI-funded, collaborations 

with other universities, or trials for 

seed companies. With the variation in 

climatic conditions across these sites, 

we get both the heat of summer and 

the cold of winter, which provides a 

test for the reaction to temperature 

stresses for all of the species.” 

Since 2009, Miller has gained an 

additional dimension in his turfgrass 

variety research. That’s when Dr. 

Susana Milla-Lewis, now associate 

professor, launched NCSU’s first 

Turfgrass Breeding and Genetics 

program. Miller says, “NCSU has 

a long tradition of plant breeding 

and the introduction of new plants 

to the marketplace. According 

une 2016

to the website, http://www.plant 
breedingcenter.ncsu.edu/, NCSU has 

‘more plant breeders than any other 

U.S. university.’ Susana is great to 

work with and having the opportunity 

to be involved in her program, to be 

part of the process that observes, and 

assists with, the development of a new 

turfgrass cultivar is both challenging 

and exciting.” (For details, see 

“Growing the NCSU Turfgrass 

Breeding and Research Program,” 

pages 38-40.) 

As NCSU’s turfgrass breeder, 

Milla-Lewis has participated as 

part of a five-year, U.S. Department 

of Agriculture (USDA)-funded 

Coordinated Agriculture Projects 

(CAPs) team with four other 

universities—Texas A&M, University 

of Florida, University of Georgia 

and Oklahoma State University. This 

team is working jointly to develop 

and commercialize salinity and 

drought tolerant cultivars of five major 

turfgrass species commonly used 

across the southern U.S.  

This collaboration is continuing with 

a $4.9 million USDA-funded CAPs 

project as the same five universities 

team to study the persistence, 

survival and recovery of warm-season 

turfgrasses for sustainable urban 

landscapes under limited irrigation 

and long-term drought. Miller says, 

“With this project, the benefits of 

the team approach to developing 

grasses will be applied to extensive 

field trials testing new grasses. It will 

give us more data, spread over a wider 

range of environmental conditions, 

which can have lasting benefits for 

the turfgrass industry.”  

And, benefitting the turfgrass 

industry is the objective of every 

aspect of his programs. That’s Dr. 

Grady Miller—making a difference.

Suz Trusty is co-editor of Turf News. 

All photos courtesy of Dr. Grady Miller  
and North Carolina State University.

Dr. Miller (left) and NCSU Alumni Rich Balm 
(right) check out the Everton Football Club's 
stadium, Goodison Park, in Liverpool, England, 
during a Miller-lead, student study tour of 
overseas sports facilities and golf courses. 
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GROWING THE NCSU TURFGRASS  
BREEDING & RESEARCH PROGRAM
By Suz Trusty 

Editor’s note: This is the second in a series of 
articles covering university reports on their 
turfgrass breeding and research programs. If your 
University is involved in turfgrass breeding, 
please contact suztrusty@TurfGrassSod.org for 
the opportunity to feature your program in an 
upcoming issue of Turf News.  

North Carolina State University 

(NCSU) has a long tradition of plant 

breeding in the U.S.A., with “more 

plant breeders than any other U.S. 

university,” according to their website, 

http://www.plant breedingcenter.ncsu.
edu/. They’ve developed an equally 

impressive history of introducing 

new cultivars to the marketplace. 

NCSU also is known for its large and 

renowned turf program. But prior to 

2009, they’d had no active breeding 

program in turfgrass. In 2009, Dr. 

Susana Milla-Lewis, now associate 

professor, stepped up to the challenge 

of creating and managing a turfgrass 

breeding and genetics program for 

NCSU’s Crop Science Department. 

Digging In 

“When you are hired to replace 

someone you inherit an infrastructure 

that is already running,” says 

Milla-Lewis. “My job was to bring 

the program from zero to fully-

functional. I had 20 or 30 germplasm 

accessions to begin breeding with; 

two 900 square foot (83.61 sq. m), 

mostly empty, greenhouses; and about 

five acres of fallow farm land.” 

Milla-Lewis is originally from 

Lima, Peru, and she earned her B.S. 

in biological sciences there, from 

the Universidad Peruana Cayetano 

Heredia. She earned her M.S. and 

Ph.D. degrees in plant breeding 

and genetics from NCSU. She was 

familiar with the basic operations 

of NCSU and the Crop Science 

Department. But her doctorate and 

research work in her prior position 

had focused on peanut breeding. So 

turfgrasses and the turf industry were 

new to her—adding another challenge 

to establishing the program.  

“The great thing about all this was it 

was really exciting,” she says. “I could 

pick and choose whatever I wanted to 

work with, whatever I thought would 

best fit with the needs of our region 

and the needs of the turf industry.” 

The first step was to become solidly 

grounded in the basics of turfgrass 

and NCSU’s turfgrass program. “Dr. 

Grady Miller, professor and extension 

turf specialist here at NCSU, was—

and is—an incredible resource. I 

couldn’t ask for a better mentor and 

research partner,” Milla-Lewis says. 

“The turfgrass program is so strong 

here. Grady, other members of the 

turfgrass faculty, and the field and lab 

technicians could give me advice and 

tell me what was most needed, whom 

to talk to, whom to collaborate with—

and they were all willing to do so.” 

After connecting with the NCSU 

staff, Milla-Lewis reached out to the 

contacts they recommended, including 

several seed and sod producers. She 

says, “My question to them was, 

‘What are the biggest problems or 

challenges you face?’ Armed with that 

information, we can analyze it and 

determine how we might solve the 

issues through plant breeding.” 

Another early initiative was learning 

what other turfgrass breeders were 

working on successfully and what 

problems within different species were 

not being fully addressed. “I really 

tried to find the niches we could fill 

effectively,” she says.  

One resource for other breeder/

researcher contacts was the Crop 

Science Society of America. As the 

new kid on the playground, she was 

apprehensive as she walked into her 

first meeting. “The first person I saw 

was Dr. Kevin Kenworthy of the 

University of Florida,” she says. “He 

greeted me warmly and immediately 

began introducing me to others, 

including Dr. Brian Schwartz of the 

University of Georgia. Before the day 

ended, I felt like part of the group.”  

That experience has been replicated 

in multiple situations. “I’m impressed 

and humbled by the welcoming 

Dr. Susana Milla-Lewis, founder and associate 
professor of the NCSU turfgrass breeding and 
genetics program, conducts a field session. 

Research specialist Carolina Zuleta, one of the 
founding members of the program, evaluates 
zoysiagrass accessions for large patch resistance 
at the NCSU phytotron. 
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attitude and spirit of collaboration 

throughout the turfgrass industry. 

The interaction between breeder and 

industry professionals is great, from 

the sod producers and their state 

and national associations, to Dr. 

Kevin Morris with NTEP, and Dr. 

Mike Kenna with the USGA, just to 

mention a few,” she says. 

The most essential initial need was 

acquiring germplasm of different 

species from multiple sources, a 

task Milla-Lewis refers to as her 

greatest challenge. In her quest 

for materials, she visited the main 

turfgrass-breeding programs in the 

southern U.S. and some of the private 

companies in Oregon. “During that 

first year, we were able to establish 

collaborations and negotiate the 

transfer of materials, giving us the 

solid base we needed to move forward 

with the program,” she reports. 

Marker-Assisted 

Selection 

“We needed to analyze the materials 

we’d compiled and determine if we 

had any traits worthy of development 

for the commercial market,” says 

Milla-Lewis. “The conventional 

breeding process goes by eye, following 

the development of the plant first 

in the greenhouse and then in the 

field and assessing its response to 

varied conditions. Our program is 

also working on incorporating DNA 

technology to identify plants or lines 

carrying desirable genes so that we can 

improve the efficiency of selection.” 

Giving an overview of the complex 

process in the simplest of terms, 

she explains, “Samples are loaded 

into a machine that separates DNA 

fragments by size, creating a genetic 

fingerprint. These differences in 

DNA sequence represent differences 

between individuals. Then you 

analyze these fingerprints to see 

which of the fragments segregate 

together and which don’t. If you’ve 

identified a trait of interest, say 

disease resistance, and the molecular 

analysis has confirmed that all plants 

that have a particular DNA fragment 

are always highly resistant, you 

can easily select for that fragment 

in the lab rather than having to 

assess disease response. This can 

significantly narrow down the number 

of plants in the field and increase the 

efficiency of selection.”   

Each turfgrass species has hundreds 

of markers for hundreds of genes. As 

these are identified, they can be used 

to develop marker-assisted breeding 

programs throughout the industry. 

Her team’s molecular work on St. 

Augustine has provided a wealth of 

sequence information which they have 

used to develop numerous markers. 

The markers developed, the first for 

the species, represent a significant 

advance in the development of 

genomic tools for St. Augustine. 

These markers can be used in the 

future for linkage map construction, 

assessment of genetic diversity and 

germplasm characterization, and 

marker-assisted selection. 

In addition, her team has used the 

data they’ve assembled on molecular 

markers related to resistance to gray 

leaf spot in St. Augustine to develop 

the first linkage map produced 

for that species. This linkage map 

provides a template for further genetic 

mapping. For more information on 

the NCSU program, visit the website, 

http://www.cropsci.ncsu.edu/tbg/.

Moving Forward 
Milla-Lewis describes the cultivar 

evaluation process as similar to 

moving through a funnel. It starts 

with a huge amount of germplasm 

and moves in stages through analysis 

and elimination until a single cultivar 

emerges. Depending on the species 

and the year, the NCSU team will 

have 300 to 500 to 800 hybrids, 

started in the greenhouse, and ready 

to put into the fields.  

“We have three different testing 

locations, each representing 

conditions in different sections of the 

state,” Milla-Lewis reports. “Raleigh 

is the more moderate climate; the 

Sandhills mimic the very sandy soils 

and climate of the southern region, 

and the Upper Mountain Research 

Station in Laurel Springs, where the 

elevation is 3,000 feet above sea level, 

serves as our cold testing location.”  

These plots are evaluated for three years, 

for survival and overall turf quality, 

rather than detailed data collection. 

If a selection is persistent, it will be 

subjected to drought and the very cold 

temperatures in the mountains. 

“From those we’ll select 40 to 60 lines 

across the three locations,” Milla-

Lewis reports. “We plant these in 

Former M.S. student Steve Mulkey airbrushes Pyricularia spores on St. Augustinegrass germplasms 
for evaluation of gray leafspot resistance at the NCSU phytotron. 
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replicated trials, in larger plots, and 

collect more detailed data on turf 

quality, insect and disease resistance, 

drought and cold tolerance. From those 

trials we select the best 20 candidates. 

These go to Grady for multi-location, 

larger-area, replicated field trials to 

collect the same range of data while 

under different management protocols 

related to issues such as: rates and 

timing of nitrogen applications; 

mowing heights; simulated traffic, etc.” 

(For more information on Dr. Miller’s 

overall research program, see “Dr. 

Grady Miller—Making a Difference,” 

pages 34-36.)  

The four to five winners emerging 

from this process go to what Milla-

Lewis calls the holy grail of testing, 

trial production at sod farms. She says, 

“A cultivar may have performed well 

during research and be a beautiful 

grass, but if the sod strength isn’t there 

and it does not recuperate well, and the 

sod farmer can’t grow it successfully 

and profitably, it’s never going to make 

it in the market.”  

Milla-Lewis has participated in 

a five-year, $4.3 million, U.S. 

Department of Agriculture (USDA)-

funded, Coordinated Agriculture 

Projects (CAPs) team with four 

other universities—Texas A&M, 

University of Florida, University 

of Georgia and Oklahoma State 

University. This team is working 

jointly to develop and commercialize 

salinity and drought tolerant cultivars 

of five major turfgrass species 

commonly used across the southern 

U.S.: bermudagrass, zoysiagrass, 

St. Augustine, seashore paspalum, 

and ryegrass. A major component of 

this agreement is the collaborative 

testing. Each university can send their 

germplasm to the four others allowing 

all to test the others’ grasses.  

The collaboration is continuing 

with a $4.9 million USDA-funded, 

CAPs project teaming the same five 

universities to study the persistence, 

survival and recovery of warm-season 

turfgrasses for sustainable urban 

landscapes under limited irrigation and 

long-term drought. Milla-Lewis says, 

“This second phase of the project builds 

upon the initial breeding component 

and goes into more detailed evaluations 

of superior materials with replicated 

trials at the partner universities. Grady’s 

role will expand with the new stage in 

this partnership.” 

In addition, NCSU has signed a 

long-term agreement with Sod 

Solutions to research and create 

a line of turfgrass varieties that 

will balance global environmental 

challenges while aiming for the “curb 

appeal” of attractive landscapes. This 

partnership, called Turf Research 

North Carolina (TRNC), was made in 

conjunction with the North Carolina 

Sod Producers Association (NCSPA) 

and is supported by a select group of 

NCSPA turfgrass grower members. 

Milla-Lewis says, “The protocols of 

each agreement are clearly defined, 

but basically follow the testing and 

evaluation processes as described in 

our program. Working with such 

a wide range of partners expands 

our germplasm base and provides 

opportunities for testing across 

a greater range of environmental 

conditions. It creates opportunities for 

further collaboration.”  

While Milla-Lewis is not ready to 

announce a cultivar introduction, 

the program is very near that goal. 

Advances are flowing in multiple areas. 

Some of the bermuda germplasm she 

received from South Africa came from 

heavy shade areas. A two-year study 

under continuous 63% and 80% shade 

identified two accessions with high 

levels of shade tolerance.  

“Raleigh, a St. Augustine cultivar 

from the early '80s, is still sold 

across  the southern U.S. Finding an 

improvement for it in cold tolerance, 

aggressiveness and turf quality, 

was my most obvious niche to fill,” 

says Milla-Lewis. “We’ve made 

progress and are going to advance 

tests next year. In conjunction with 

our molecular marker work with St. 

Augustine, our experiments under 

controlled environmental conditions 

have resulted in the identification 

of materials with resistance to gray 

leaf spot and chinch bugs. We have 

started to breed with these. We’ve 

done similar work on zoysia to find 

materials with large patch resistance.”  

Milla-Lewis says, “While every 

university and company breeder has 

their own program and the need to 

produce marketable cultivars, for the 

good of the industry, collaboration 

is the way it should be. In some 

situations, we should be willing to 

share the credit to reach our primary 

goal—developing the best product for 

the sod producer, builder/developer, 

landscaper, parks manager, golf course 

superintendent, sports field manager 

and homeowner.”

Suz Trusty is co-editor of Turf News. 

All photos courtesy of 
Dr. Susana Milla-Lewis and 
North Carolina State University.

New St. Augustinegrass progenies obtained 
from artificial hybridizations are germinated in 
the lab and transferred to the greenhouse at the 
4-leaf stage. 

Fescue plots are established under a rain out 
shelter to undergo extreme summer stress for 
selection of superior individuals. 
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DYNAMIC DUO —  
TOGETHER THEY GET THE JOB DONE
By Suz Trusty 

Louis and Ginger Brooking are quite a team. Kind, caring, 

generous, trustworthy, loyal, insightful, astute, dedicated, 

always learning, always sharing, strong and inspiring leaders 

who put the interests of the individual, their family, their 

community, and the turfgrass and agribusiness industry 

above those of their sod farm. Whether it’s guiding an 

organization; developing an industry-impacting initiative; 

spearheading community projects; or supporting others in 

their quest to reach their goals—you can count on Louis 

and Ginger to get the job done. 

They started Brookmeade Sod Farm in June of 1968, 

just outside Doswell in Hanover County, Virginia, on a 

site strategically located on the South Anna River. The 

sod industry was young and growing, a great fit for an 

ambitious couple willing and able to not only grow with it, 

but help it grow. 

Getting Started 
Louis L. Brooking, Jr., grew up on a grain and cattle farm 

in Henrico County, Virginia. He was a student at Virginia 

Tech (VT), majoring in Agronomy with a specialization in 

turf, when he met Ginger—on a blind date. He was home 

for the summer. She had come from her family home in 

northern Virginia to attend nursing school in Richmond 

and had only been in town a couple weeks.  

Louis says, “A good friend from high school had arranged 

a double date with a nursing student he was interested 

in; it sounded good to me. Ginger had just had a blind 

date the night before that didn’t work out too well and 

she didn’t want to go. But her friend talked Ginger into 

it. That was September of 1965 and we both had a good 

time. So, when I was back at Virginia Tech in the fall, 

pledging a fraternity, and needed an out-of-town date, I 

asked Ginger to come to Blacksburg and she did. I took 

her home for Christmas that year and we’ve been a couple 

ever since.”  

Ginger and Louis were married on December 16, 1967. 

After Christmas break, he returned to Blacksburg to 

complete his senior year. Ginger went to Richmond to 

finish her year and study for her boards. They lived apart 

that first six months. 

Gathering while on vacation in Hawaii this spring, are (back row from left to right): son Matt, daughter-in-law Jeni, Ginger and Louis, and 
(front row from left to right): grandchildren Ryan, Olivia and Issy. 
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Louis had planned to become a golf course superintendent, 

but when his first job offer after graduation had him 

managing the snack bar, he turned it down. “My Dad 

suggested I combine my farm background with my 

knowledge of grass to start a sod farm and encouraged me 

to do so,” says Louis. “And Ginger supported the idea.” They 

decided that Ginger would work as an RN, giving them a 

steady income, while Louis concentrated on the farm.  

So, in June of 1968, they started the farm. As planned, 

Ginger began working the night shift in Richmond and 

handling the sod farm’s administrative duties during the 

day. Louis says, “She was a city girl and knew nothing about 

tractors. But when I asked if she could help mow the grass, 

she took that on, too. And, being Ginger, did it very well.” 

Louis, being Louis, dug into the agronomic side, staying 

connected with his VT professors to explore the latest 

developments in turfgrass technology. Ginger continued her 

dual role for about five years. “Until we figured out I was 

paying more for a truck driver than she was making as an 

RN,” says Louis. “She resigned her position and added driver 

of our second truck to her responsibilities. Even then, she did 

some private duty nursing at nights for extra income.” 

It wasn’t easy to start a sod farm in 1968. Louis says, 

“I had an advantage in being able to use some of the 

tillage equipment from my Dad’s farm. But I had to buy 

forklifts and trucks—and walk-behind harvesters, the only 

harvesting equipment available then. I hired students from 

a local college to roll it up.”  

Louis and Ginger moved to the sod farm in 1970, logical 

for a farm boy, and lived in a trailer “for a while,” a 

practical step to save money. Their teamwork extended to 

finances and they were always in-sync in allocating their 

resources. They bought their first harvester in 1975. When 

the time was right, they built a “modest home,” on the sod 

farm, of course. Ginger says, “We never moved; just added 

on five times. It’s a nice place now.” 

Growing the Business 
“Ginger has always managed the administrative side 

of the business: financials, scheduling and customer 

communications. Her goal now is to keep me out of the 

office because I know grass and not computers,” says 

Louis. “Over the years she’s assembled an excellent staff. 

We have an accountant who works with that team, and 

that’s great with me. If there is a situation that requires my 

attention, Ginger will alert me to it.” Ginger says, “Louis 

is the agronomic expert. Those decisions are his domain.”  

The company has grown in multiple ways since 1968. 

The second location, Vontay Farm in Rockville, was 

added about 30 years ago. They purchased the third, 

Plain Dealing Farm in Ashland, 16 years ago on a 15-

year note, and paid it off last year. Both of those farms are 

production only for deliveries and installations. The Doswell 

farm is the hub for all scheduling, farm pick-ups and daily 

operations. Its location, on Route 54, just one mile west of 

the town’s Patrick Henry High School, is easily accessible 

to both wholesale and retail customers. That farm is open to 

customers during business hours year-round, closing for bad 

weather only when Hanover County schools are closed.  

All three farms operate as one company, Brookmeade Sod 

Farm, Inc. Their total, combined, production capacity is 

350 acres. Ideally, they’ll harvest approximately 200 acres 

per year. “We grow no other crops,” Louis reports. “We 

grew some soybeans when the crunch came, but the seeds 

left on the ground got in the way of our sod production. 

It’s more practical for us to keep it pure and do what we 

know best—growing sod.”  

Louis adds, “Unlike most sod farms, we still install 70 to 

80 percent of our production. We harvest in the morning 

with delivery and/or installation in the afternoon. Our 

sales coordinator goes out to the customers’ job sites and 

determines which jobs will be done on specific days.” 

The company specializes in new homes, working closely 

Louis confers with older son Louie (on the tractor) who manages the 
installation part of the business. 

Louis at work harvesting in the early days of Brookmeade Sod Farm.
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with a number of area builders. “It’s our little niche,” says 

Louis. “A builder will call reporting a closing on Friday 

and ask if we can sod that site on Thursday afternoon. 

We do. We don’t handle the grading work or irrigation 

system installation or maintenance. Over 50 percent of the 

properties we work on have an irrigation system. Our staff 

will turn it on just before they leave the job site.” 

The Brookmeade family now has grown to 20 employees, 

many of whom have been with the company for 15 years 

or more. Louis says, “I still love getting out and working 

the fields, but I don’t handle the day-to-day operations. 

I do a lot of the irrigation at the main farm and some of 

the spraying and fertilizing. Others handle the mowing, 

tillage, harvest and delivery or installation. My role is 

putting out fires for them. ” 

Louis decided several years ago to market their own 

product: South Anna Turf Type Tall Fescue, which 

contains 90 percent fescue and 10 percent bluegrass. The 

individual cultivars may change with new introductions, 

but the quality and look remain the same, which is what’s 

important to the customer. Louis says, “Most of our 

production is this product. The builders like it because it’s 

green year-round and can be installed nearly any time of 

the year.” 

Brookmeade also offers two varieties of Zoysia, Zenith 

and Meyer Z-52, as sod or plugs, primarily for retail 

customers. “About five percent of our total production 

is bermudagrass, used mainly for patch work on golf 

courses,” says Louis. “We sell it as sod, sprigs or plugs.” 

Family Matters 
The Brookings have two sons, Louis L. Brooking III 

(Louie) and Matthew. When Louie started school, the 

Brookings immersed themselves in school, sports and 

community activities with the same commitment and 

dedication they bring to their business and all their many 

endeavors. Check out the “What Others Say” segment 

from their long-time friends, C.Q. and Brenda Meadows, 

for a snippet of their involvement. 

The boys grew up working on the sod farm and many of 

their friends did too. Hospitable and welcoming, their 

farm home was the hub of activity, a family and friends 

hangout. When they purchased a condo in Myrtle Beach, 

SC, friends frequently joined them there. Friends joined in 

many of their annual or semi-annual ski trips to Park City, 

Utah, too.  

Louis and Ginger are avid VT football fans, long-time 

season ticket holders, and host a large tailgate at all the 

home games. For 38 years they’ve hosted the spring picnic 

of the VT Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity at their home. 

They’ve even hosted seven weddings there over the years. 

Louie lives close by, working at Brookmeade’s Vontay 

location and managing the installation side of the business. 

Matt, and his wife Jeni, live in northern Virginia, near 

Washington D.C., with their children, Isabelle (Issy), 9, 

Ryan, 6, and Olivia, 2. Matt is a software engineering 

manager for Accenture Federal, who develops computer 

systems for the Department of Defense. “He can’t tell us 

any more than that about what he does,” says Louis. Jeni is 

vice president of business development for PAE National 

Security Solutions and is responsible for developing 

relationships between PAE and federal government 

security clients. 

Louis and Ginger ride camels during a 2010 trip to Egypt and the 
Mediterranean with sod producer friends.

Louis and Ginger host the annual VT Chapter of the Lambda Chi Alpha 
Fraternity Spring Picnic at their home. 

Louis savors time with grandson Ryan enjoying the sand and water at 
Myrtle Beach.
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As the photos show, Louis and Ginger love being 

grandparents. Ginger says, “We’re 80 miles from them 

and see them about once a month. We try to get to Myrtle 

Beach five or six times a year and always are there for the 

4th of July. The grandkids come for a week and then their 

parents join us for the second week. Instead of a ski trip 

this past March, we spent a week in Hawaii with Matt’s 

family. Louie opted to keep working at the farm. That’s 

a trait I’m sure he picked up from Louis whose favorite 

pastime, rivaled by time with the grandkids, is working on 

the farm and seeing the results of his labor.” 

Much of Ginger’s free time focuses on artistic endeavors. 

She’s the author of two children’s books and creates 

amazingly-intricate Santas. For details, see Petr 

Marousek’s “What Others Say” segment or visit her 

website (www.medleygrove.com). 

Growing with ASPA/TPI  
Louis attended his first American Sod Producers 

Association (ASPA) meeting, the Summer Convention 

and Field Day in New Carrollton, MD, in 1974. Ginger’s 

first was the summer meeting in Newport, RI, in 1976. 

Louis says, “The ASPA (and then TPI) Mid-Winter 

Conference was our vacation for many years. We attended 

most of the summer meetings, too. ASPA became like 

extended family. The educational sessions, on-farm 

demonstrations, and networking opportunities provided a 

wealth of information to put to work in our business and 

increased my drive to keep up with the latest research and 

biotechnology advancements.” As Louis reminisces, that 

“kid in a candy store” image comes to mind. 

Ginger is equally enthusiastic. “We participated in Doug 

Fender’s study tours too, traveling to England, China, 

Germany/Austria, the Netherlands, Chile, Spain/

Portugal, Africa, and Australia/New Zealand. ASPA/TPI 

taught us to love world travel, both with our turf friends 

and on our own,” she says. “We’ve traveled around the 

Mediterranean, Egypt and Turkey with turf friends, Steve 

and Delores Brown, and visited a turf farm everywhere we 

went. We’ve both learned so much through all that.”  

In 1993, during a study tour to China, Louis took part 

in a panel of TPI members that addressed a class of grad 

students in Beijing. He says, “China was beginning to 

develop their golf course industry and had a sod farm 

connected with the university. Communication was no 

problem; they spoke perfect English. But they didn’t 

understand why we put sod on pallets and were trying to 

save labor. It’s totally different there now. I would like to 

go back.” 

Typically, Louis became involved in ASPA/TPI leadership 

both on Committees and Working Groups and on the 

Board of Trustees. He served as president in 1994-1995, 

during the name change from ASPA to TPI. He remains 

active, serving on the Past Presidents Council. And, 

as always, Ginger provided active support as well. So 

much so that, in 2006, Louis and Ginger Brooking were 

awarded the TPI Distinguished Service Award, which 

recognizes outstanding devotion of time, talent and 

energy to TPI, its programs and objectives. Ginger says, “I 

guess they thought we were a team—and we are. It was a 

surprise to both of us.” 

Always Learning—Always Sharing 
Louis is a past chairman of the Virginia Agribusiness 

Council and recently ended his 19 years of service on 

their Board of Directors. The Agribusiness Council is 

an advisory group to the Virginia Legislature and also 

does some national advisory work. Louis says, “The 

Council’s main role is as a lobbyist, representing all facets 

of agriculture from grain crops to wineries, from cattle to 

turf. If legislators are considering a bill with the potential 

to impact agriculture on any level within the state, they 

come talk to the Council’s board.” 

In the 2011 legislative session, a bill was proposed that 

would have limited the use of fertilizer on home lawns. 

It called for a soil test for every home lawn in the state. 

That issue came to Louis in particular, due to his turfgrass 

expertise. He was successful in limiting the bill’s impact to 

businesses and private contractors that provide lawn care 

services. It mandates they attend a class and pass a test 

on fertilization prior to being issued a permit to apply it. 

That Environmental Stewardship legislation was signed at 

Four of the five Czech students staying with the Brookings in 2000. From 
left to right: Petr, Nadia, Louis, Ginger, Eva and Martin.

Ginger and Issy share a joyful time baking Christmas cookies.
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Brookmeade Sod Farm by Governor Bob McDonnell in 

August of 2011. 

Louis says, “The Agribusiness Council holds an annual 

banquet when the legislators come to Richmond to start 

the legislative session. Eighty percent of the legislators 

and their spouses attend, providing an opportunity for 

interaction that builds relationships and helps bridge 

potential communication gaps.” 

Louis is currently active with the Virginia Farm Bureau 

Green Industry Advisory Board. He has been on 

the Board of Directors of the Virginia Sod Growers 

Association, and has served as president three times. 

He has held leadership roles in the Virginia Turfgrass 

Council. Locally, he has served as a board member of the 

Henrico County Farm Bureau and the Hanover Country 

Club. He’s a past president of The Ashland Youth Soccer 

League and the Patrick Henry High School PTA. 

His commitment to VT is equally strong. He says, “Dr. 

Houston Couch, who had been my pathology professor at 

VT, asked if I would set up a disease trial of tall fescues 

on our farm, since the environmental conditions here were 

much different than those at Blacksburg. Once we started 

doing trials with VT, we never stopped.” As he reviews 

the list of VT research and extension personnel he’s “had 

the opportunity to work with,” from Dr. Couch and Dr. 

Jack Hall to current turfgrass scientists, including Dr. 

Erik Ervin, Dr. Shawn Askew, Dr. Mike Goatley and 

David McCall, his voice reflects his respect for them—and 

his appreciation of the great team VT has continually 

assembled. “Jack Hall had turfgrass trials on our farm on 

issues like available nitrogen and sod strength before the 

National Turfgrass Evaluation Program (NTEP) existed,” 

he states. 

Louis and Ginger have been recognized by the Ut Prosim 

Society, which was established in 1986 to recognize donors 

who are leaders within the community of philanthropy 

that sustains Virginia Tech and who have lifetime giving of 

$100,000 or greater. One way the Brooking’s commitment 

is demonstrated is by their endowment of a scholarship at 

VT for a graduate student in the Turf Department. 

Louis has received so many awards for his character and 

dedication to the turf industry and to VT; it would take 

another article just to cover them all.  

The Louis and Ginger team has accomplished much since 

that blind date in 1965. The Dynamic Duo looks forward 

to continuing to work together to help others grow with 

them—that’s what they do. 

What Others Say:  

"We met through our kids, when their oldest, Louis 
III, and our oldest, Kelly, were in kindergarten and 
wanted to play together. We quickly became friends 
and our relationship has continued ever since, through 
school activities and youth sports; shared weddings 
and funerals; happiness and sadness; margaritas and 
beach time. Louis and Ginger love the Hokies and 
we’re University of Virginia people, so we have a little 
(?) rivalry going there. (There’s no little when it comes 
to Virginia Tech.) 

You can’t separate Louis and Ginger; they are so much a 
team in all they do. When one starts something, the other 
becomes part of it, and together they get the job done. 

They are very inclusive, socializing across a wide range 
of people. They are loyal to their friends and family; 
loyal to their community; and kindness is just a part 
of their personalities. They have always treated their 
employees so well, like family, and always put their 
people first, valuing them above their bottom line. They 
have that loyalty back from their employees and from 
graduates of their business who have gone on to be 
successful in other roles within the community. 

Most people don’t know how much Louis and 
Ginger have contributed to youth sports. They’re 
often involved behind the scenes with only one or 
two people aware of what they are accomplishing, 
especially for soccer. Louis took the initiative at 
a county-owned park, using his expertise and 
equipment to clear the fields and sod them so the 
kids could play organized sports. Ginger got the 
ladies involved, too. We’d gather at their house to 
plot strategy. We’d phone kids and beg them to play 
and adults to coach. We’d bake 300 to 400 strawberry 
pies and sell them for fundraisers. When we got 
enough kids to form a league, we became coaches. 
That site has now become a multi-sport complex 
for our community. Louis was an important voice 
in the upgrading of two high school football/soccer 
complexes, requiring a bond referendum effort. He 
also contributed to the high school, fertilizing and 
sometimes seeding their football fields. 

We played together on a coed league volleyball team 
for twenty years. Seems they got tired of broken fingers 
and fingernails and found golf the perfect change. We 
volunteered together for Relay For Life for seven or 
eight years, raising over $100,000 each year. Ginger 
and Brenda are both nurses and both their Moms died 
of cancer. Ginger started volunteering with ASK, a 
Richmond organization that raises funds for children 
treated for cancer at Virginia Commonwealth University 
(VCU) Medical Center. Once again, we were out in a 
huge, wet field with Louis, his expertise and any needed 
equipment, setting up for some event. Louis and Ginger 
are wonderful people and wonderful friends.” 

C.Q. and Brenda Meadows 
Long-time friends 
Ashland, VA  
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“I first met Louis in the early '70s, at a Virginia 
Turfgrass Conference, when I was at the University of 
Maryland. When I accepted a position at Virginia Tech 
in 1976 our connection grew stronger. I met Ginger on 
one of my first trips to their sod farm and immediately 
knew she was involved in the management and 
they were working as a team. Ginger was running 
the office side of things and Louis was managing the 
agronomic side. 

The relationship developed to the point that I asked if 
we could do some research trials on their farm and, 
typical of the hospitality of Louis and Ginger, they 
agreed. Louis managed the plots and I’d pop in to apply 
treatments, fertilize them and take the data. I’d check in 
with Ginger in the office when I arrived and she and Louis 
would frequently invite me to their home for refreshments. 

They’ve maintained turf plots ever since and the data 
generated there has been valuable not only for central 
Virginia, but for the entire Mid-Atlantic region. The 
testing provided turfgrass quality, pest and drought 
resistance, and sod strength data, helping the sod 
farmers determine what varieties they wanted to grow. 

Louis was, and continues to be, involved in leadership 
in the state associations including the Virginia Sod 
Growers Association and the Virginia Turfgrass 
Council. He served as president of ASPA/TPI in 1994-
1995. He has always been an avid supporter of the 
Virginia Tech turfgrass program. He’s a very generous 
leader, no matter what the position, always focused 
on putting the best interests of the industry ahead of 
those of his farm. 

Their sons, Louie and Matt, were both involved with 
the farm when they were students, in and out of the 
sod farm as they grew older, and Louie now works 
there full-time. Louis and Ginger are a really fine 
example for the whole industry on how a family can 
work as a team. They’re wonderful people and I’m 
honored by their friendship.” 

Dr. John (Jack) Hall, III 
Professor Emeritus 
Virginia Tech  

"I first met Louis and Ginger through their son, Matt, 
during my senior year in high school when I was an 
exchange student from the Czech Republic. Before I 
left the States after graduation, they told me if I ever 
came back, I’d have a place to call home. They opened 
their home for me and became my family away 
from home throughout my college years at William 
and Mary and again for a couple years when I came 
back to attend the Darden School of Business at the 
University of Virginia. When some of my Czech friends 
came to improve their English and take part in summer 
work programs, Louis and Ginger had them stay as 
well. One summer, they had five students living in 
their home helping them to learn about southern 
culture, friendship and the hard work ethic.  

They live in a picturesque little town outside of Richmond, 
yet they have traveled around the world and maintain 
connections with their turf partners overseas. I remember 
Louis joined his fellow sod producers at a lecture in 
Beijing, that being just one of the places the Brookings 
have visited on their many trips with the Turf organization.  

But their interests go 
far beyond farming. 
Just try to keep up with 
Ginger; she is always 
learning something 
new. In addition to 
having authored two 
wonderful children’s 
books, for years now, 
Ginger has created 
Christmas Santas; she 
sculpts them and makes 
their clothing. They are 
exhibited all over the 
town and auctioned off 
for good causes, to help 
families in need. They 
are very supportive of 
the community in and 
around Ashland having 
helped a number of 
people, including 
myself, start their own 
businesses. 

Louis and Ginger are wonderful people, the 
quintessential American couple; they work hard, value 
relationships, and are very trustworthy role models. 
They have two great sons and three grandchildren and 
we love hanging out with them. My wife enjoys talking 
with Ginger about raising kids, while my two boys love 
going to the farm and riding the Kubota and the tractor 
with Louis. I wish we lived a little closer so we could 
see them more than three or four times a year.” 

Petr Marousek 
Kent Capital 
Darien, CT

Suz Trusty is co-editor of Turf News. 

All photos courtesy of Louis and Ginger Brooking.

Louis and Ginger relax with their dog Brooks on the patio of their Myrtle 
Beach condo. 

Louis with his ever constant sidekick, Sarge.
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For 112 years, golf wasn’t a part of the Olympics. 

When it was time, Zeon Zoysia grass was the choice. 

To find a licensed Zeon Zoysia producer near you  

call (830) 276-4455 or visit DoguetVentures.com
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TPI’s 2016 INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION 
CONFERENCE & FIELD DAY RECAP 
TPI’s 2016 International Education Conference & Field 

Day in Houston, TX, drew great reviews from exhibitors 

and attendees. “…The speakers, the field day and the 

programs were all excellent,” exclaimed Toby Wagner of 

Sod Solutions, Mount Pleasant, SC. “Why would a sod 

grower or anyone in a sod related industry be anywhere 

else during a TPI Conference?” The diversified educational 

program, numerous networking opportunities and an 

outstanding Field Day at All Seasons Turf Grass in 

nearby Brookshire, TX, welcomed over 600 participants 

who represented over 100 turfgrass farms. On hand were 

TPI members from Australia, Canada, England, Israel, 

Norway, Russian Federation, Scotland, South Africa, 

Sweden and the United States. 

This special section of Turf News, compiled by Steve and 

Suz Trusty and Jim Novak, captures many highlights of 

this year’s conference. Share it with all your team via the 

online version. To view even more conference photos, just 

go to SmugMug at www.tpiphotos.smugmug.com/. 

Turfgrass Educational Center
All of the conference educational sessions were captured 

by videographers onsite and are now posted on the 

Turfgrass Educational Center, TPI’s all new online 

learning platform. The content is free to all TPI members 

and industry professionals world-wide, thanks to our 

sponsors: Brouwer Kesmac, PremierPRO Bermudagrass 

and Scotts Miracle-Gro. You can access 

the sessions on your desktop computer, 

tablet or Smartphone, anytime, anywhere 

by visiting TPI’s website or directly via 

the QR code posted on this page.

Reports presented at the TPI Annual 

Business Meeting showed both TPI and TLI remained 

strong in 2015 and that is continuing into 2016. The alliances 

forged with other associations and green industry groups are 

bringing wider attention to turfgrass sod producers and the 

importance of natural grass. The future looks bright. 

TPI’s 2015-16 Board of Trustees (from left to right): 
Eric Heuver, Steve Griffen, Ian True, Eddie Keeven, Jr. (Past President), Linda Pittillo Bradley (Vice President), Will Nugent (President), Hank Ker-
foot, Randall Jasperson, John Coombs, Sr., Hugh Dampney, and Jimmy Fox (Secretary-Treasurer). 

Conference photos by Steve and Suz Trusty unless noted otherwise.
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Thank you Sponsors!
The Board of Trustees, Conference 

attendees and exhibitors and TPI staff 

all joined Will Nugent in extending 

a special thanks to TPI 2016 

International Education Conference 

& Field Day Sponsors.

City Tour
Despite the heavy rain, the optional 

Houston City Tour on Monday 

provided an opportunity for attendees 

to view area attractions, cultural 

hot spots and historical sites that 

gave insight into the city’s unique 

character. Conversation and laughter 

filled the air during a delicious lunch 

at the famous Cadillac Bar, a welcome 

break prior to the wrap up of the tour.

Bogey Nights at  

Topgolf®

Attendees gathered for this optional 

event on Wednesday night for more 

fun and fellowship. Laughter and 

cheers erupted as they tested their golf 

skills, shooting golf balls off a covered 

deck to the highlighted target holes 

on the field outstretched below.  

SPONSORS
COMPANY    SPONSORSHIP

PremierPRO Bermudagrass  Gold Sponsor & Field Day   
     Banner Sponsor 

Doguet Ventures   Silver Sponsor – Hotel KeyCard

Progressive Turf Equipment  Silver Sponsor – Badge Holder

Mississippi State University
Turfgrass Management   Silver Sponsor – Breakout Session 

Scotts Miracle-Gro   Silver Sponsor – Tuesday PM   
        Coffee Break

Brouwer Kesmac   Bronze Sponsor

Bucyrus Equipment Company, Inc. Bronze Sponsor

Cameron Financial   Bronze Sponsor

Landmark Turf & Native Seed  Bronze Sponsor

SiteOne     Bronze Sponsor

Trebro Manufacturing   Bronze Sponsor

First Time Attendees
The First Time Attendee/New Generation Ice Breakers Reception provided 

a great opportunity for this group to meet and mingle with each other, Board 

members and other long-time TPI members prior to Monday evening’s 

Welcome Reception for a head-start on networking. David Bradley once again 

took charge of this interactive meeting, dividing attendees into multiple small 

groups and posing questions that sparked conversation.  

A few of the more than 90 first time attendees of a TPI Conference.

A great evening at Topgolf®.

Changing Lives
TPI teamed up with Project EverGreen and Houston Habitat for Humanity 

providing and helping install sod on six homes. Details of the project are featured 

in the Turf Industry News section on pages 63-64. 
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INSIDE EXHIBITS SHOWCASE SUPPLIERS 
Attendees flocked to the opening of the indoor exhibit hall on Tuesday 

afternoon and evening to check out the great products on display as 

suppliers showed their stuff. Sod farm representatives walked the floor, some 

individually, some in pairs and some in small groups. 

Exhibitors welcomed questions and comments. As a great discussion began 

in a booth, a crowd soon gathered, increasing the interaction as current users 

of a product chimed in with their feedback and other potential buyers added 

their questions.

A smorgasbord of food and a well-stocked bar kept attendees lingering as 

the questions and answers and the buzz of networking filled the room. 

Attendees gathered in the hall twice on Thursday, as both breakfast and 

lunch were served there. Many sod farmers had additional questions 

and comments sparked by observing much of the equipment in action at 

Wednesday’s Field Day. Others were eager to explore any booth they’d 

missed on Tuesday. Connections and decisions were made.

EXHIBITORS:
Advanced Equipment Sales
American Plant Food Corporation
Aqua-Yield
Barenbrug USA
BigYellowBag/Greenhorizons Sod Farms
BP Turf
Brouwer Kesmac
Bucyrus Equipment Company, Inc.
Calibrated Power Solutions, Inc.
Campey Imants
Columbia River Seed
Columbia Seeds
DLF International
Doguet Ventures
Ecologel Solutions, LLC
FireFly Equipment
First Products, Inc.
Grasssland Oregon
Harrell's, LLC
Jacklin Seed
Jonathan Green & Sons, Inc.
KWMI
Landmark Turf & Native Seed
Load Lifter Manufacturing Ltd.
Magnation Water Technologies
Maschio Gaspardo North America Inc.
Master Craft Industrial Equipment Corp.
McDonald Services, Inc.
Mountain View Seeds
Northwest Tillers, Inc.
Pennington Seed, Inc.
Pickseed
Pomp's Tire Service
Princeton Delivery Systems
Progressive Turf Equipment Inc.
Pure Seed
Quality Corporation
R & R Products, Inc.
Rayne Plane Inc.
Redexim North America
Redox Chemicals, LLC
RTF Turf Producers
Seed Research of Oregon
SiteOne
Sod Solutions
Summit Seed, Inc.
TAMANET USA
Team Premier Pro
Texas Sod Leasing
The Turfgrass Group
Trebro Manufacturing Inc.
Trimax Mowing Systems
Turf Merchants, Inc. (TMI)
Valley Irrigation
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FIELD DAY EXHIBITS AND DEMONSTRATIONS DRAW CROWDS

On Wednesday, attendees spilled out of buses and headed 

to the Field Day exhibit area. Strong winds prevailed, but 

the deluge of rain earlier in the week had stopped. The 

Gavranovic team had applied their ingenuity and tons of 

hard work to create an attendee-ready entry road. With Irene 

Gavranovic Sipes and her husband, Scott Sipes, meeting 

manager Daniel Morris, and seasoned Field Day logistics 

experts Mike Blair and Don Heslop coordinating the action, 

exhibitors joined in an early-morning set up so all was ready 

for viewing within the exhibit and demonstration areas. The 

Gavranovic family and the All Seasons Turf Farm team 

greeted visitors with a big Texas welcome. 

The Gavranovic family has been farming in southeast 

Texas for four-plus generations and they have been in 

the sod business for over 30 years. The Brookshire farm 

grows Tifway 419 Bermuda, Celebration Bermuda and 

popular Zoysiagrass varieties.   

Once onsite, attendees got into the serious business of 

“kicking the tires and checking out the iron.” Clusters of 

sod farmers gathered to observe the action as equipment 

exhibitors put their machines to work. Other groups 

checked out the non-moving displays, including those few 

under the tent that were able to hold their own against 

the strong wind, before heading to the demonstrations. 

The list of exhibitors shows there was much to see. Again 

questions and answers flowed, developing the pathway 

to product selection. That’s what TPI’s Field Day is all 

about—along with networking of course.  

During the lunchtime presentation and during the 

opening general session on Thursday, President Will 

Nugent expressed TPI’s deep gratitude to the sponsors 

and exhibitors who consistently show their support to the 

organization and its activities.

The field day always provides a chance to get around and kick the tires on 
new equipment. 

The Gavranovic family and staff gather for a group picture and thank you from the crowd.

Interest was high whether traditional rolls, big rolls, or slabs were 
being harvested.
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FIELD DAY EXHIBITORS:

Barenbrug USA

BigYellowBag/Greenhorizons Sod Farms

BP Turf

Brouwer Kesmac

Bucyrus Equipment Company, Inc.

Calibrated Power Solutions, Inc.

Campey Imants

Doguet Ventures

FireFly Equipment

First Products, Inc.

GreenActivator 

Landmark Turf & Native Seed

Load Lifter Manufacturing Ltd.

Magnation Water Technologies

Master Craft Industrial Equipment Corp.

Mountain View Seeds

Northwest Tillers, Inc.

Pennington Seed, Inc.

Poyntz Inc.

Princeton Delivery Systems

Progressive Turf Equipment Inc.

Quality Corporation

R & R Products, Inc.

Redexim North America

Redox Chemicals, LLC

Sod Solutions

STEC Equipment

TAMANET USA

TerraMax Inc.

Trebro Manufacturing Inc.

Trimax Mowing Systems

TMI Turf Merchants, Inc.

A bird’s-eye view of the Field Day grounds after a day of equipment observation taken from 
the helicopter, sponsored by Willie Gavranovic and Horizon Turf Grass, Inc.

Australians Michaelia, Sonia and Anthony Heilig (left to right) pose with 
Linda and David Bradley. Photo courtesy of Richard Stephens

The Gavranovic family’s Brookshire farm provided plenty of room for 
the demos.
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THE LAWN INSTITUTE FABULOUS FUNDRAISING 

ROOTIN’ TOOTIN’  

CLAY SHOOTIN’  
Rootin’ Tootin’ Clay Shootin’—a classic clay 

tournament—replaced The Lawn Institute 

Memorial Golf Tournament this year. Teams 

competed at different stations to determine 

who was the most accurate shot, with awards 

given for top performers. The event began with 

participants boarding buses in a pouring rain. 

Slowly growing lighter, the rains had turned 

to a light mist by the time the “flurry over the 

lake” competition was completed and then 

rains stopped. The turnout for this first time 

event was outstanding! 

Sponsors had stepped up for each shooting 

station and for the overall top shooter and 

the two top place teams. Winning Teams in 

those categories, the third-place team, and the 

top teams in the two-man flurry all earned 

bragging rights. 

Rootin’ Tootin’  

Clay Shootin’ Sponsors: 

Brouwer Kesmac 

Bucyrus Equipment Company, Inc. 

Eagle Lake Professional Landscape 

Supply 

Emerald View Turf Farm 

Jacklin Seed 

Modern Turf, Inc. 

Summit Seed 

TAMANET USA 

Trebro Manufacturing, Inc. 

Trimax Mowing Systems 

Turf Merchants Inc. (TMI)

ROOTIN’ TOOTIN’ 

CLAY SHOOTIN’ WINNERS

First Place
Bubba Simons
Chance Stone
Don Stone
Larry LeMay
Mike Utter

Second Place
Scott Sipes 
Bill Johnston 
Rick Crosby
Tracy Jones

Third Place
Ryan Thomas 
Matt Aposhian 
Brian Shufelt
Dave Collier

SPONSORED CONTESTS 

Overall Top Shooter 
(Sponsored by Brouwer Kesmac)  
Eddie Keeven

Top Team  
(at station sponsored by Trebro)  
Wade Wilbur 
Micah Schmidt 
Melvin Thomas 
Casey McCollum 
Jeremy Coste

Top Team 
(at station sponsored by Bucyrus) 
Bubba Simons 
Chance Stone 
Don Stone 
Larry LeMay 
Mike Utter Two  

Two Man Flurry:  
The top two teams, Ryan Thomas/
Justin Thomas and Don Stone/Chance 
Stone, tied with a score of 13 targets.

The wet day didn't dampen the spirits of the competitors.

TPI President Will Nugent (left) presents the 
prize to the Top Overall Shooter of the day, 
Eddie Keeven, Jr.
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GUN RAFFLE
TLI hosted a gun raffle for 2016 with ten specially-selected guns the terrific prizes. Starting long before the conference 

dates anyone, anywhere, had the opportunity to purchase raffle tickets for the chance to win one or more of those guns. 

Most of the tickets were sold prior to the conference, with the few remaining snapped up onsite.

Sponsors    The Guns They Sponsored    Winner

 Brouwer Kesmac   Henry Octagon Barrel - 45 Long Colt Repeating Rifle Warren Bell

 Bucyrus Equipment Company, Inc. Smith & Wesson 44 Magnum - Classic Model  Bubba Simons

 Patten Seed/Super Sod   Benelli Nova 12-Gauge Pump    Warren Bell

 Pennington Seed   Savage HRM 17 w/Scope & Accu Trigger  Bubba Simons 

 Sod Solutions    PSA M4 Style AR-15 with 30 rd clip   Doyle Anderton 

 Texas Sod Leasing   Bersa Thunder 380 Pistol - Pink Grips   Linda Bradley

 Texas Sod Leasing   Smith & Wesson M&P Sport 15 223/5.56  Bryan VanCuren

 The Turfgrass Group   Ruger Vaquero 6" Barrel - Classic 6 Shooter  Hank Kerfoot

 TMI – Turf Merchants Inc.  Remington 1100 Shot Gun    Doug Lechlider 

 Trebro Manufacturing, Inc.  Browning Citori 725 Shot Gun    John Coombs 

COWBOY HAT CONTEST
Prior to the conference, TPI members were invited to 

flex their creative muscles by purchasing and decorating 

a cowboy hat to raise funds for TLI. Those taking the 

challenge brought their hats to the conference and 

drummed up excitement by encouraging attendees to 

vote for their hat as the best in one of two categories: 

Most Creative and Funniest. Following the voting, the 

sponsored hats were then donated to TLI for auction.

Cowboy Hat Category Winners:
All Seasons Turf Grass–Most Creative Hat

GO Turf–Funniest Hat

Cowboy Hat Silent Auction Winners:
Dave Johnson, D. Johnson Farms, Inc. 
NG Turf Hat 

Claus Zander, Zander Sod Co. Limited 
The Lawn Institute Hat

John Coombs, Coombs Sod Farms, LLC 
Saratoga Sod Farm Hat

Eric Heuver,  
Eagle Lake Professional Landscape Supply 
GO Turf Hat

Willie Gavranovic, Horizon Turf Grass, Inc. 
All Seasons Turf Grass Hat

Hilda Jasperson, Jasperson Sod Farm 
Coombs Sod Farms, LLC Hat

Cowboy hats were decorated and donated for a special TLI silent auction 
fundraiser.

Some of the guns included in the Gun Raffle drawing on Tuesday evening. 

A happy group shows off their “TLI Proud Supporter” ribbons that also 
help fund The Lawn Institute. (left to right) Earl Elsner, Bill Carraway 
and David Bradley from The Turfgrass Group, Inc., Kelly Lynch from 
Pickseed and Dan Cosgrove from DLF International Seeds. 
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FUNDRAISING SUCCESSFUL  

AND A BLAST! 

By Nancy Aerni 

Your TLI Fundraising Committee members, and a few 

other volunteers, did a lot of brainstorming new ideas 

for TLI fundraising. Going to Texas opened some doors 

for trying new opportunities for giving, combined with 

competition and fellowship. Thus we introduced Rootin’ 

Tootin’ Clay Shootin,’ (a classic clay tournament). The 

turnout was outstanding! Participants reported it was a fun 

day and that they’d like to do this again; so guess what?  

Yes, we are!   

The one thing the Committee wanted 

to accomplish was an opportunity for 

non-members and those who don’t 

typically come to the Conference to 

also become engaged in fundraising 

for TLI. It was decided to try a gun 

raffle. The guns were all sponsored in 

a matter of days, so it was happening. 

A few members stepped up and 

took batches of tickets to various 

events and sold them at their place 

of business. I know there are people 

who had never before heard of The 

Lawn Institute who now know our 

organization exists because of these 

folks. The majority of tickets were sold 

prior to the Conference, with the last 

few snapped up there. Special thanks 

and a shout out go to Scott Sipes, of 

All Seasons Turf Grass, and Bubba 

Simons, of Texas Sod Leasing, for all 

the additional hours they contributed 

to the behind-the-scenes arrangements 

that made the gun raffle possible! 

The gun raffle was such a hit, the Board 

of Trustees has requested the committee 

once again hold a raffle. The Committee 

is in the middle of organizing this—the 

hope is to have an ATV as Grand Prize. 

Details will be forthcoming, both for 

sponsorships and ticket purchases for 

this 2017 event. 

The annual campaign and TLI 

ribbon supporters rounded out the 

Committee’s fundraising efforts.  

Look for more information soon about 

FUNdraising opportunities in Florida 

for both The Lawn Institute and 

support for the TPI 50th Celebration.  

Thank you for the continued support of TLI. If you 

are interested in becoming engaged in planning future 

activities, please contact Geri Hannah,  

ghannah@TurfGrassSod.org. Confucius say, “Many hands 

equal light work.”

Nancy Aerni is vice president of Turf 
Merchants Inc. (TMI), Portland, OR, 
and TLI Fundraising Chair.
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WHY YOUR EMPLOYEES AREN'T PERFORMING 
AND WHAT YOU CAN DO ABOUT IT

By Kate Zabriskie 

"I can’t believe we spent a huge 
amount on customer-service 

training, and our staff still doesn’t 
consistently give great service. 

What a waste!"

"We sent out a memo explaining 
the summer dress code. I thought 
it was pretty clear, but the intern 
showed up dressed for a night 

at the club. In addition to having 
bad fashion sense, she seems 
to have problems with reading 

comprehension."   

"He does the minimum, and that’s 
it. Why he doesn’t take more pride 
in his work and our business, I’ ll 

never know. It’s extremely difficult 
to have him on my team. The guy’s 

a real energy drain."

Sound familiar? Probably. At any given moment, there 

are legions of employees busy “working” but not doing 

the work their managers expect them to do or, worse yet, 

doing their work in ways that hurt morale, productivity 

and the bottom line. 

Perhaps a few of those frustrating employees have a 

professional death wish—but most don’t. In all likelihood, they 

are as frustrated by their performance as you are. The onus is on 

you, the manager, to identify and implement the fix.  

For starters, you must come to terms with the five core 

reasons some members of your team aren’t performing to 

your standard.  

Reason One:  They can’t. 
If you expect people to do something they can’t do, don’t 

be surprised when they fail. For example, if the receptionist 

is supposed to greet guests, answer the phone, order office 

supplies, clean the kitchen, and cure infectious diseases all 

by himself, is there any wonder he can’t get it done? 

The Fix: Take a hard look at what you ask your team 

members to do. If some of them are not meeting your 

expectations, be sure that those expectations are realistic 

and reasonable. Truth to tell, assigning tasks to people 

who, for whatever reason, can’t complete them to your 

standard, means you’ve brought your situation upon 

yourself. Quit beating yourself up: change the person you 

task or change the tasks.   

Reason Two:  They don’t know how.  
All too often people are thrown into a job with little or no 

training. They learn on the job, bring what they knew from 

their last job, or teach themselves if you are lucky. In other 

words, they wing it—and most of the time it shows. If you 

are holding people accountable for performing tasks for 

which they’ve had no training, you’re going to frustrate the 

employees and hurt morale. It’s as simple as that. 

The Fix: Train people on systems, processes, and 

desired behaviors, and do it often. Good organizations 

teach forward as well as learn from their mistakes. Spend 

some time thinking about what needs to be completed 

in a certain way. For example, if everyone is supposed to 

answer the phone, “Good morning, Growing Sod Farm, 

this is __________. How may I help you? Then you’d 

better tell them—script them if necessary—show them 

how to do it with a smile, and do it yourself when you 

answer the phone.   
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Reason Three:  
They don’t know they are not doing it. 
People are not telepathic. When you fail to make clear 

your expectations in terms of both quality and quantity 

of work, and when you fail either to correct substandard 

performance or praise good performance, you have 

no cause to complain. Setting clear expectations and 

providing regular feedback matters.   

The Fix: If an employee’s unsatisfactory performance is 

chronic in spite of training, managerial direction, and on-

the-spot correction or praise, it is time to schedule a one-on-

one meeting to review goals and expectations. Employees 

should know where they stand within an organization.  A 

failure to tell people whose sustained job performance is 

unsatisfactory is cruel, and  

a failure to document the meeting  is 

derelict. Your direct reports and your 

organization deserve better. 

Reason Four: They don’t 

think it’s important. 
Sometimes people know the rules, and 

they ignore them because they don’t 

think the rules are that essential. How 

could someone reach that conclusion? It’s 

easier than you think. If managers don’t 

model desired behaviors, reward people 

for demonstrating those actions, and 

coach their team members to preclude 

deficiencies, they’re sending the wrong 

messages. Park in a spot reserved for 

visitors a couple of times. How long do

you think it will take others in your 

purview to start doing the same thing?  

The Fix:  
Walk the talk. It’s as simple as that. Hold yourself 

accountable first and foremost.  Next recognize 

and reward what you want to see and address any 

shortcomings on the spot. Of course, this doesn’t mean 

becoming a patronizing zealot and thanking people 

for doing things they should be doing such as wearing 

clothing to work. Rather, it means having standards and 

sticking to them. If you’ve talked to the intern about 

observing the dress code and the next day she shows up 

looking terrific, acknowledge her effort.

Reason Five: 
They don’t want to.  
On rare occasions you may encounter someone 

who is capable, trained, and operating in a learning 

environment but who still fails to meet expectations 

despite repeated coaching and counseling. 

The Fix: Document, document, document, and keep 

that poison apple away from the others in the barrel. There 

are times when people are simply not a good fit for a job, 

and you need either to move them somewhere else in the 

organization or out of the organization altogether. Be kind, 

firm, and quick to act. The better your documentation, the 

easier the process will proceed. Nobody ever said managing 

people was easy. It’s not. It requires time, thoughtful 

planning, hard work, and moral courage; in short, it 

requires leadership. That said, the payoffs can be huge for 

the employee, the organization, and for you.  

Kate Zabriskie is the president of Business Training  
Works, Inc., a Maryland-based talent development firm.  
She and her team help businesses establish customer  
service strategies and train their people to live up to 
what’s promised. For more information, 
visit www.businesstrainingworks.com.  
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New TGA Chairman Willie Baird of Turffit said 

“The TGA conferences are now known for providing 

excellent speakers on very relevant subjects. This one is 

no exception. Delegates have now got an insight into the 

housebuilding industry, social media, transport and pallet 

pooling in a single three hour session. We also learnt a 

lot about the pallet production with the tour around the 

impressive HLC site.” 

Tim Mudge is Chief Executive of the Turfgrass Growers  
Association. For more information on TGA visit 
www.turfgrass.co.uk. 

Photo courtesy of Tim Mudge.

ASSOCIATION UPDATES
Turfgrass Growers Association 
Holds Spring Meeting 
By Tim Mudge 

The Turfgrass Growers Association (TGA), held its 

Spring Meeting 9-10 March, 2016. Delegates were told by 

Paul Bogle, Head of Policy and Research at the National 

Federation of Housebuilders, that for every pound spent 

on housebuilding £2.34 goes back into the local economy. 

In a keynote speech to the meeting he went on to say 

that small developments in urban areas were making 

a significant contribution to the target of getting more 

new homes built in the UK. The industry also provided 

business to many other associated trades and suppliers, 

including large quantities of turf to projects. 

Social media guru Alex Wright of Knapton Wright gave 

delegates food for thought with advice on how to tailor their 

marketing to the digital age. Using his experience of marketing, 

and also working at Facebook in London, he went through 

the traditional approach to marketing and compared it to how 

companies should approach marketing with social media. 

The event, which was sponsored by Scott Pallets, a division 

of industrial supplies business Scott Group, also included 

presentations on transport and logistics, pallet usage, 

recovery and reuse. The meeting was concluded with lunch 

and a tour of HLC Wood Products Ltd, the local pallet 

production facility recently acquired by Scott Group.  

TGA Chairman Willie Baird (left) of Turffit and Tim Fell (right) of 
Tillers Turf  listen intently during the tour of HLC Wood Products Ltd.

Turf Australia Announces Next Generation (NxGen) Forum & Field Day  
The ever-popular Next Generation (NxGen) Forum and Field Day for 2016 is set to be better than ever with the 

theme—Grow your knowledge.  

It will be held this year in Western Australia (WA), from Sunday August 28 to Tuesday August 30. The event, which is 

open for younger turf growers (40 and under), again promises to live up to the expectations of previous years. 

Now in its fifth year, the NxGen Forum has proved popular with many young turf farmers and production staff. The 

‘take-home’ message from these events is not only important business and life skills, but also the forming of important 

new relationships with other like-minded ‘young turfies’ from across the country. 

Among the line-up of speakers is Josh Byrne from the Green Space Alliance, which is an informal industry group  

formed in 2014 to provide a united voice on green space issues to the WA Government. Also on hand will be the 

respected turf grass researcher, Dr. Louise Barton from the University of WA.  

Field trips include a visit to the NIB Stadium (formally known as Perth Oval) which is a state-of-the-art complex for  

rectangular sports that has a seating capacity of 20,500. Farm tours will also be offered with a trip to John Maas’ farm—Bullsbrook Turf. 

So, if you are under 40 and passionate about the turf industry, register now for the 2016 NxGen Forum at  

www.turfaustralia.com.au!
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FIELD OF THE YEAR   •   NORTH RANCH COUNTRY CLUB   •   SUPER QUESTION

SERVING GOLF COURSE SUPERINTENDENTS & SOD PRODUCERS

The Country Club 

at Castle Pines 

Gets Renovations

San Antonio Hosts GIS

Field of the Year

Giant Gator Goes Viral

Sod Farm Spotlight

Drone Applications

Turf Removal

• Sod Farm 

Spotlight

• New 

Products

• Industry 

News

• Buyers’ 

Guides

• Tips & Tricks 

•  and  Much 

More

Always Free at:

www.TurfTrends.com
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TURF INDUSTRY NEWS
Redexim Announces Staff Addition 

Redexim Turf Products, the factory direct store for Redexim 

North America, based in Valley Park, MO, has added a new 

staff member. Michael Crawford of Knoxville, TN, is the 

territory sales manager for the state of Tennessee. Michael 

joins the Redexim Turf Products team with extensive 

experience on the golf course side of the turf industry.   

Trebro Introduces Two New Harvesters 

Trebro Manufacturing Inc. has introduced the all new 

TSR and TSS automatic stacking turf harvesters. These 

new machines are available in roll or slab configurations 

and incorporate proven Trebro technology coupled with 

many new and innovative features. Powered by a 140 

horsepower John Deere engine with all wheel hydrostatic 

drive these machines can handle a wide variety of 

harvesting conditions. A quiet, comfortable operators cab 

rotates 90° to place the driver in the best position to see 

all of the harvesting and stacking functions.  A variety of 

cutting widths are available including 16-inch, 21-inch, 

23-inch and 24-inch. The quality of cut is improved with 

the Trebro floating cutting head with dual adjustable down 

pressure. The cross conveyor scrap dump places scrap sod 

out of the way for the next pass or can be accumulated 

and discarded at the end of the field. Neat, stable stacks of 

turf are produced with an on-the-fly pallet exchange. The 

pallet injector holds 20 empty pallets. A pallet lifter option 

for double sided pallets is also available. 

USDA Allocates $58 Million to Plant Pest,  

Disease Protection 

USDA’s Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service 

released its plan for allocating more than $58 million 

in special Farm Bill funding to protect agriculture and 

horticulture from plant pests and diseases. The funds 

come from the 2014 Farm Bill’s Horticulture title, a key 

legislative priority for AmericanHort. 

“For many years, the Farm Bill has been about row 

crops and livestock, but a decade ago, Congress began 

to acknowledge the importance of specialty crops and 

horticulture in America,” said Craig Regelbrugge, 

AmericanHort senior vice president for advocacy and 

research. “Specialty crops represent half the value of all U.S. 

crop production, and our industry represents one-third of 

the total value of specialty crops. This program represents a 

wise investment in solutions to enable future success.” 

The funding will be deployed to 434 projects in 50 states 

and several U.S. territories.    

The SAFE Foundation Names 2016 Chairman  

The Foundation for Safer Athletic Fields for Everyone 

(SAFE)—the charitable organization for the Sports Turf 

Managers Association (STMA)—has named Jay Warnick, 

Certified Sports Field Manager (CSFM) 2016 Chairman. 

Warnick is director of sports maintenance at FIELDS Inc. 

Formerly head sports field manager for the Kansas City Chiefs, 

Warnick brings over 20 years of sports turf industry experience 

to the SAFE Board of Trustees. SAFE’s mission is to enrich 

communities through championing safe, sustainable sports and 

recreation fields for all athletes. Warnick says, “I look forward 

to advancing SAFE’s vision of ensuring athletes of all ages and 

abilities across America have a safe and playable surface to train 

or compete in their respective sport.” 

Compass Minerals Introduces New Form of Fertilizer 

Organic crop growers now have a pure, consistent and 

reliable potassium fertilizer option with a new release 

from Compass Minerals. Potassium+™ Organic is a dual-

nutrient, concentrated sulfate of potash (SOP) offering 

50 percent potassium and plant-available sulfate sulfur. 

It is the only domestically produced and packaged SOP 

certified and approved for organic food production by 

OMRI, CDFA and USD National Organic Standards 

Board. Compass Minerals is a leading provider of essential 

minerals that solve nature’s challenges, including salt for 

winter roadway safety and other consumer, industrial and 

agricultural uses, and specialty plant nutrition minerals 

that improve the quality and yield of crops. 

Helt’s Turf Farm Founder Passes 

Samuel V. "Sam" Helt departed this life on February 15 at 

his home near Pleasant Hill, MO. He was born January 15, 

1942 in Independence, MO.  He is survived by his wife, 

Sue. They celebrated 53 years of marriage last September 

29. Sam grew up near Freeman, MO, and was a graduate 

of Freeman High School. After high school he lived in 

Utah and worked at the Kennecott Cooper Mine. When he 

returned to Cass County he drove a concrete truck, and in 

1963, he started Helt Waterproofing which he operated for 

32 years. He and Sue purchased their first farm in 1971 and 

started their sod business Helt's Turf Farms.  

Sam was preceded in death by his father Ralph Helt and 

infant sister Barbara Helt. He is survived by his wife 

Sue, of the home; his son Shawn (Michelle) and family, 

of Harrisonville, MO; daughter Shanda (Quentin) and 

family, of Pleasant Hill, MO; his mother Velma Diamond 

and husband Joe, of Peculiar, MO; and his brother, Leroy 

Helt, of Higginsville, MO. Shawn and Michelle are the 

current operators of the farm and are TPI members.   
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TURF INDUSTRY NEWS
TPI Member Bill Murff Passes 

Bill Murff, a 30 year TPI member and owner of Murff 

Turf Farms, Inc. in Crosby, TX, passed away on February 

9, 2016. He was a graduate of Brazosport High School 

and Sam Houston State University, where he received his 

Bachelor of Science Degree in Agriculture and Master's 

Degree in Education. He taught agriculture at Jones High 

School and Furr High School in Houston, and then Crosby 

High School while farming on the side. He turned his love 

of farming into a fulltime occupation, transitioning from 

teaching to farming. Bill was a former longtime member of 

the Eastside Church of Christ and a current member of the 

Northeast Church of Christ. He was proud of his Crosby 

community and was a member of the Crosby Historical 

Society. He was a longtime board member of Crosby State 

Bank and then CommunityBank of Texas. He was also 

a Florida College board member and a member of the 

Tuesday morning breakfast club at the Baytown Cracker 

Barrel. He is survived by his wife of over 52 years, Elaine 

Murff. In lieu of the usual remembrances, contributions may 

be made to the Bill and Elaine Murff Endowed Scholarship 

Fund, Florida College, 119 North Glen Ave., Temple 

Terrace, Fl 33617, www.floridacollege.edu/make-a-gift/. 

New Irrigation Standards from AgGateway 

PAIL Project  

AgGateway’s PAIL (Precision Ag Irrigation Leadership) 

Project has been developing open, international irrigation 

standards over the past four years that are now nearing 

completion. The purpose of these standards is to help 

farmers and agronomists make better use of data from 

their irrigation management systems—including 

information on weather, soil moisture and crop types. This 

will enable them to make more informed decisions about 

when, where and how much water to apply, resulting in 

smarter energy and water use, and lowering costs while 

protecting and improving yield. More than 20 AgGateway 

member companies are collaborating on the project, 

including leading manufacturers of sensors, weather 

stations, pivots, controllers and software solutions. The 

team is submitting the proposed standards to ASABE 

(American Society of Agricultural and Biological 

Engineers). After publication of the standards, the team 

expects their widespread adoption in farm technology 

equipment. Two successful field trials have already 

demonstrated the benefits of the new standards. More 

information can be found at www.AgGateway.org.  

TPI Teams with Project EverGreen and Houston 

Habitat for Humanity 

Over 22,000 square feet of freshly harvested turfgrass 

sod found a home at six new residential properties in 

Houston’s Harrell Park subdivision thanks to a joint 

effort by Turfgrass Producers International (TPI), Project 

EverGreen and Houston Habitat for Humanity. The 

sod was harvested during the TPI Field Day equipment 

demonstrations and delivered to the building site thanks 

to the generosity of Irene Gavranovic Sipes and her 

husband Scott of All Seasons Turf Grass, and exhibiting 

members. They included Advanced Equipment Sales, 

Brouwer Kesmac, FireFly Equipment, Northwest Tillers, 

Progressive Turf Equipment, Redexim North America, 

Trebro Manufacturing and Trimax Mowing Systems. 

Project EverGreen, the non-profit organization committed 

to preserving and enhancing green space in communities 

nationwide, and the Brickman Group provided other 

landscape materials and, with the assistance of Habitat 

for Humanity and TPI volunteers, newly sodded lawns 

and more than 75 ornamental plants and trees were 

installed along with mulch. “Project EverGreen was 

proud to partner with TPI and Houston Habitat for 

Humanity to bring managed green spaces to these new 

homes and neighborhoods,” said Cindy Code, executive 

director of Project EverGreen. “Lawns, landscapes 

and plants turn houses into homes and neighborhoods 

into communities. The end result is safer, heathier and 

more connected communities.” TPI was pleased to have 

had an opportunity to work with these two respected 

organizations and to be able to give back to the Houston 

community that hosted the TPI 2016 International 

Education Conference & Field Day.  

Dow AgroSciences Training Program Available Online

Product training is available online for turf managers 

who want to brush up on Dow AgroSciences Turf & 

Ornamental (T&O) products and services. The three-part 

interactive course provides key insights on preemergence 

and postemergence herbicides, as well as insecticides and 

fungicides.

Each course takes approximately 30 minutes to complete 

and includes educational training followed by a short quiz. 

Individuals can learn the many benefits of preemergence 

herbicides. They can also review important postemergence 

application tips and learn effective disease and insect 

control with proper resistance management. For more 

information, go to www.DowProvesItTraining.com.
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TURF MARKETPLACE
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CALL TEXAS SOD FOR ALL YOUR SOD NEEDS: New and 

used equipment; Parts for all Sod Equipment; Netting, Harvester Tarps, 

Trimble GPS Equipment, Sod Staples, Truck Tarps and much more. 

Contact: 888-246-4268 or www.TexasSod.com.

  SALES MIDWEST: Several good used little roll, slab,  

  big roll, and auto-stacking harvesters for sale. New & Used   

  Donkey, Brouwer, Kesmac, MasterCraft, First Products, 

Progressive & Stec brand equipment. We also offer a full line of 

parts, Poly Tubes, Cardboard Tubes, Degradable Big Roll Netting,  

Degradable Field Net & a variety of harvester & mower blades.  

New & Used Equipment Contact: Sales Midwest Inc. at 

800.385.9408, 913.254.9560 or  www.salesmidwest.com. Contact: 

Diversified Asset Solutions at 888.888.8133, 913.829.5622 or 

twollesen@assetbids.com. Get Registered for Our On-line Turf 

Auctions – Held On-line At: www.assetbids.com.

GM TURF EQUIPMENT is the place to go for your parts and new 

and used equipment. GM Turf is a full line dealer for Brouwer Kesmac 

and LandPride. We handle R&R and Trilo parts. Harvester and 

mower blades for Brouwer Kesmac, Trebro, Magnum and Progressive 

in stock, as well as Big Roll Netting. Check out our website for current 

used equipment.  

Contact us: 800.458.3644 or www.GMTurf.com or sales@gmturf.com. 

  FOR SALE: Trebro HarveStack 2007, Hours: 3,084,    

  Tractor: John Deere 6330, 2007 Trebro HS-328, Purchased  

  in April 2009 with 236 hours, reduced from $87,295 USD 

to $79,000 USD. If you have any questions please feel free to call. 

Contact Alexandre Bastien at 450.477.0061.

  FOR SALE: Transpread 5.5 by GVM; Twin Disc 

  Spreader, Application Widths, Lime - 40', Fertilizer - 70', 

  All Hydraulic Drive, Roll Tarp, Single Axle, 2 Sets of 

tires Floats and Narrow road tires, RAVEN 5000 Computspread rate 

controller, Raven Radar on unit, Monitor for Cab, Excellent Condition.  

Asking $12,000 USD or best offer. Contact Kurt at 613.966.0338 or 

info@willowleesod.com.

HELP WANTED: Turf Farm/Nursery Division Manager: JB 

Instant Lawn in Redmond, WA offers a strong career opportunity. 

The position requires solid (10 years +) experience/education in turf 

production and/or agriculture production; strength in business & staff 

management with a passion for all. It’s a well-established operation 

with a sound management team in Oregon for support. The person who 

bests fits our role will be hands-on and enjoys the hard work required 

in agriculture; is wise to help as needed yet leads easily. For us, our best 

person has a focus on service, quality & growth. Spanish is a plus. This 

career position offers competitive salary, benefits & challenge. 

Please forward your resume w/salary requirements in confidence to: 

greenteam@jbinstantlawn.net.

  FOR SALE: Brouwer RollMax 2400 - RollMax 2400    

  Model 1560 with New Holland 4 wheel drive for sale.  

  Machine is in good condition and ready to go to work. 1732 

hours. $12,000 or best offer. We don't use or need it any more.  

Contact Loran at 509.521.2336 or email lheinen@basinsod.com.

  FOR SALE: Brouwer Rollmat 2400. 2000 with 1175 hours.  

  John Deere 520, two wheel drive, auto steer hydraulic  

  depth control. Stored for the last 4 years. Originally priced at 

$25,000 reduced to $22,000 for both.  

Contact: David at 231.420.0758 or email bronwynlong@ymail.com.

CLASSIFIED ADS
  FOR SALE: Flatbeds with forklift kits. We have (35) new  

  38’ and 45’ x 102’ Manac, Direct and Clark trailers in stock     

  with 75 more on order. We have all steel with wood floors, 

12 winches, headboards, LED lights, combo forklift kits, Moffett, 

Princeton, Navigator and Palfinger. Steel disc wheels, air ride slides, 

fixed air rides and spring slides. If we do not have what you want 

we can have it built in as little as eight weeks. Contact: Bill Israel, 

404.324.7191 or email bill.israel@northstar-trailer.com.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: New Holland TG230 field tractor; 

(2) Kawasaki Mule 550; (3) Irrigation pumps (2 stationary, 1 

trailered); Vicon 500 gal. sprayer with 66-ft. Roger's Innovative 

windfoil boom;  Vicon 365 gal. sprayer with 20' boom; (2) Land Pride 

10-ft. Primary seeders; (1) Brillion primary seeder; Kubota Hydraulic 

verti-cut 7 gang; Big roll washer; Southern Laser laser level 14-ft. 

box; Eversman 1650 Box Scraper; Reynolds Earth Scraper 6C; 32-

ft. Alloway/Rau Seedbetter finisher; Harrel on-land switch plow 8 

bottom; Case/IH disc 19-ft. 6-in.; Modus T frame with finisher & 

slicer; (7) 3 point big roll sod installers; VibroNetter netting installer; 

Landpride RCP2560 Ditch mower; Kubota M7030 4WD turf; Kubota 

M6030 with Loader; (2) Kubota M4030 turf; Toro 3100 triplex with 

groomers (also verti-cut gangs); Turf roller 3-gang pull-behind 18-ft. 

17,000 lb.; Trail King Princeton trailer; large inventory of Wade Rain 

5-in. x 40-ft. Poweroll 48-in. wheels and movers; 3" solid set pipe for 10 

acres. Refer to www.hubersodsale.com for current list and prices.  

Contact: huberranch@aol.com or John Huber at 219.765.0285. 

  FOR SALE: Progressive TD65 Turf Mower. Asking $6,500;  

  2008 Progressive Turf Equipment TD65. 15.5' Cutting Width.    

  Good Condition. Has been used exclusively for polo fields. 

Excellent for athletic fields, turf grass production, landscaping of large areas. 

Cutting height adjustable from 1" – 4”. http://www.progressiveturfequip.
com/brochures/td65_gs.pdf. The mower is located in Martinsburg, West 

Virginia and purchaser must make the necessary arrangements for delivery of 

the mower. Contact: Derek Wilson at drderek100@mac.com.

  FOR SALE: 2013 12’ Agrivator with Roller, Like new  

  2013 12’ Agrivator with Roller that has been used on less 

  than 100 acres. Stored inside and is in excellent condition. 

If purchased new this unit would cost $23,000 but we are asking only 

$16,900. Contact: Sales Midwest at 800.385.9408; 913.254.9560 or 

salesmidwest@sbcglobal.net.

  FOR SALE: 2004 Trebro Harvester on John Deere 6220 

  with only 6,200 hours. Well maintained, shed kept, ready  

  to go to work. Maintenance records, videos and pictures 

available. Asking $54,900. Contact: Don at dschlup@scienturfic.com or 

303.598.2874.

  FOR SALE: 2004 Trebro HarveStack on John Deere 6220.  

  Trebro HarveStack in good working condition with 3975    

  hours. Asking $69,000 USD. Pictures available. Contact: 

Corey Jespersen, 780.220.4590 or sprucegrovesod@gmail.com.

  FOR SALE: 2004 Trebro HarveStack mounted on  

  a John Deere 6220 4WD tractor, approximately 4400  

  hours.  Shed kept, well maintained, ready to go to 

work: $78,000 REDUCED TO $59,000.  Contact: Ferdie Schmitt at 

516-527-5753.

   Visit www.TurfGrassSod.org to view pictures. When  

   viewing the electronic version please click on the icons   

   above to be directed to the advertiser’s supplied picture.
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TPI CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING– 
TARGETED TO TURFGRASS PRODUCERS WORLDWIDE
Buying or selling equipment, supplies, properties, or looking for employment opportunities? 
TPI classified advertising is the answer! Reach your target market with a low cost classified ad in Turf News magazine and the 

TPI website at www.TurfGrassSod.org.

All classified ads are posted to the TPI website & featured in the matching Turf News issue for one low rate!

Premier Classified Advertising! 
With the Premier Classified Advertising option you can add one photograph to your website ad! The electronic version of Turf 
News will link the reader directly to your ad on TPI’s website. Readers of the print version will be able to view your ad with 

picture by going to www.TurfGrassSod.org. 

Classified Ad Rates:      TPI Member $200………....….…....Non-member $275  

Premier Classified Ad:  TPI Member $225…………………..Non-member $300

Rates are determined in one-inch vertical increments. Please estimate approximately 65 words per inch. Photos are limited to the website 

and one photograph per ad.  

Deadline: 30-days prior to Turf News issue date (e.g., July/August Turf News issue, ad is due by June 1).  

Payment: Classified ads are to be paid in advance—we accept check or Visa, MasterCard & AmEx. 

Contact: Please send your classified ad to Geri Hannah via fax 847-649-5678; email ghannah@TurfGrassSod.org or regular mail to:  

Turfgrass Producers International, 2 East Main Street, East Dundee, IL 60118 U.S.A.  

50th ANNIVERSARY FARM CHALLENGE 
In celebration of the 50th Anniversary of TPI, Louis and Ginger Brooking of Brookmeade Sod Farm in Doswell, VA, 

have issued a fund-raising challenge to all turfgrass producers. 

The Brookings pledged to donate $100 for every year they have been an ASPA/TPI member. The Brookings state, “We 

have enjoyed the many benefits of being members of TPI. We’d like to give back to help offset some of the cost so this 

great organization and all of its members can really celebrate 50 Fabulous years. Since we connected with ASPA in 1972, 

when Louis attended his first meeting, we want to celebrate our 45 years of membership with a $4,500 donation to The 

Lawn Institute. We challenge other farm members to match our donation based on their years of membership.”  

If you would like to join Louis and Ginger Brooking in helping to make the TPI 50th Anniversary an  

unforgettable experience, contact the TPI headquarters office for more information. With your support we  

can make the upcoming conference in Tampa especially memorable. Donations of any size are welcome.

we 
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TURF INDUSTRY CALENDAR
MAY 
May 5 

Turfgrass Producers of Florida – 2016 Annual Meeting 

UF Hilton Conference Center, Gainesville, FL 

Contact: http://www.floridaturf.com 
May 6 

Turfgrass Producers of Florida – 2016 Field Day 

UF/IFAS Plant Science Research & Education Unit, Citra, FL 

Contact: http://www.floridaturf.com  
May 12 & 13   

Florida Nursery, Growers and Landscape Association 

Florida Flower Trials, Orlando, FL 

Contact: http://www.fngla.org/events/florida-flower-trials/schedule.aspx 
May 25  

Colorado Sports Turf Managers Association —2016 Spring Seminar 

Sports Authority Field at Mile High, Denver, CO  

Contact: http://cstma.org/ 

JUNE 
June 5—8 

5th ETS Conference 2016 

Algarve Congress Palace, Salgados Palace Hotel, Albufeira, Portugal 

Contact: (+351) 964492818; http://ets2016.ualg.pt  
June 6—7 

2016 School of Grounds Management & Summer Conference 

San Antonio, TX 

Contact: www.pgms.org  
June 15 

West Florida Gulf Coast Turfgrass Expo and Field Day 

University of Florida – Milton 

Contact: 850-994-5215 or jbu@ufl.edu 

June 16—18 

Florida Nursery, Growers and Landscape Association 

2016 Annual Convention, Rosen Shingle Creek, Orlando, FL 

Contact: http://www.fngla.org/events/annual-convention/ 

JULY 
July 9—12 

AmericanHort – Cultivate’16 

Greater Columbus Convention Center, Columbus, OH 

Contact: http://cultivate16.org/index.cfm 
July 10—12 

Legislative Day on the Hill, Washington, DC  

Contact: https://www.landscapeprofessionals.org/nalp/nalp/advocacy/
legislative-day-on-the-hill.aspx 
July 14 

Washington Association of Landscape Professionals — 2016 Field Day 

JB Instant Lawn, Redmond, WA 

Contact: 425-967-0729; info@walp.org  
July 17—19 

2016 Texas Turfgrass Conference  

Hyatt Hill Country Resort, Lost Pines, TX 

Contact: www.texasturf.com  
July 19—21 

2016 Wisconsin Farm Technology Days 

Snudden Farms, Lake Geneva, WI 

Contact: http://www.wifarmtechnologydays.com/  

July 28 

Iowa State University Field Day 

ISU Turfgrass Research Station 

Contact: 515-635-0306 or Iowaturfgrass.org/events.htm 

AUGUST 

August 2 & 3 

2016 Rutgers Turfgrass Research Field Days 

August 2 – Hort Farm 2, N. Brunswick, NJ 

August 4 – Adelphia Farm, Freehold, NJ 

Contact: http://njta.wildapricot.org/ 
August 4 

UGA Turfgrass Field Day, UGA Griffin Campus, Griffin, GA  

Contact: https://urbanagcouncil.com/uga-turfgrass-field-day-august-4/  
August 4 

Kansas Turfgrass Foundation — Annual Field Day 

Rock Ford Turfgrass Research Center, Manhattan, KS 

Contact: (785) 532-6173; cdipman@ksu.edu  

August 9 

Ohio Turfgrass Foundation – Field Day, Columbus, OH 

Contact: http://www.ohioturfgrass.org/events/event_list.asp   
August 17 

Colorado Sports Turf Managers Association — 2016 Summer Seminar 

Broomfield County Commons Park, Broomfield, CO 

Contact: http://www.ci.broomfield.co.us/Facilities/Facility/Details/9 
August 22—25 

StormCon, Indiana Convention Center, Indianapolis, IN 

Contact: www.stormcon.com 
August 28—30 

Turf Australia – NxGen 2016 (IE under 40), Perth, Western Australia 

Contact: (02) 4588 5735; admin@turfaustralia.com.au     

SEPTEMBER 
September 15—17 

The Landscape Show, Orange County Convention Center, Orlando, FL 

Contact: http://www.fngla.org/  
September 26—28 

FTGA 64th Annual Conference & Show 

Innisbrook Golf & Spa, Palm Harbor, FL 

Contact: www.ftga.org  
September 28—30 

2016 EPT Farm Tour in Italy 

Kalidria Hotel Spa – Castellaneta Marina, TA, Italy 

Contact: http://turfgrassproducers.eu/2016farmtour/ 
September 29 

Oklahoma Nursery and Landscape Association 

Annual Convention & Trade Show – Connecting the Dots 

Cox Convention Center, Oklahoma City, OK 

Contact: 405-945-6737; info@oknla.org 

FEBRUARY
February 20—23 

Turfgrass Producers International – 

Celebrating 50 Years 

2017 International Education Conference & Field Day 

Saddlebrook Resort, Tampa, FL. 

Contact: 847-649-5555

For additional calendar items, visit www.TurfGrassSod.org. If you are planning an industry event of interest to our readers please send the 
information to ghannah@TurfGrassSod.org and put “Industry Calendar” in the subject line.






